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Abstract
In this study we will describe are-design of the global supply chain planning and control at a
re-manufacturing company and develop a dual source inventory management model subject
to a service level constraint. A situation with two identical but globally dispersed
manufacturing facilities is considered. Regarding the model a Supply Chain Management tool
is designed to support tactical planning at aggregate level. Furthermore, this tool is used to
analyse performance improvement opportunities.
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better route.
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First of all l would like to thank Jan Fransoo. Not only did he give me directions and
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I would like to thank all the employees at the Venray office for their continued support.
Especially Tom Claessens. Not only for the numerous interesting conversations about topics
irrelevant to my graduation project, but also as a sparring partner to explore every tiny aspect
worth discussing.
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supported me my whole life and led me do what 1 would like to do most. Furthermore, l
would like to thank my friends for the necessary relaxation and the small heers in the
afternoons . And finally , a special note of gratitude goes to Janine who has always been there
to cheer me up when 1 could not find the right direction .
In conclusion I cannot wait to embark on my next journey, to explore new destinations.
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Management Summary
This study was conducted at Company X during February 2007 and October 2007. X, is aremanufacturer of laser printer cartridges for distributors mainly situated in Europe. The
company's business has expanded rapidly over the years . As a result, the company has
currently two globally dispersed manufacturing locations in Slovakia and China. In addition,
their future objective is to expand business to the United States of America (USA). Hence, the
supply chain became longer, crosses more countries, cultures and time zones and became
more complex. Therefore, the first aim of this study was to:

• Create insight into the current supply chain planning and contra! processes of Company X
An extensive supply chain analysis has been conducted, to give insight into the current supply
chain processes and performance. We showed that the current planning and control processes
can be classified as, short term and ad hoc planning, to satisfy customer demand. This
planning behaviour caused daily interruptions in production planning. Unfortunately, these
interruptions led to long replenishment lead times and consequently did not improve the
company's delivery performance. From this, we concluded:

• The current planning and contra! processes are not sufficient to deal with the supply chain
complexity
This conclusion exposed the need for a re-design of the current supply chain planning and
control processes such that it includes the coordination of the global goods flow of the two
production locations in Slovakia and China. Furthermore, these processes should be able to
deal with the goods flow to the new distribution centre in the USA. As a consequence, this
study had to answer two important questions:
1.

How to decouple the global goods flow of Company X?

2.

How to allocate production between the manufacturing facilities of Company X?

In order to answer these questions we first re-designed the current planning and control
structure, to enable performance improvement. Consequently, we applied a top-down
approach also known as the hierarch ical planning approach. According to this approach we
decomposed the current planning and control functions into an aggregate and detailed
planning function. The aggregate planning function evaluates logistical parameters at tactical
level, after which the outcome is converted into constraints and guidelines for detailed or
operational levels. As a result, the overall objective is consistently pursued by all processes
along different decision levels, while operational flexibility is not negatively affected.
Consequently, the hierarchical planning structure provides a systematic manner to integrally
coordinate planning decisions in the supply chain of Company X. Therefore, the first
conclusion of this study was:

• An aggregate planning function supports Company X to achieve overall supply chain
objectives and creates opportunities to improve the relevant supply chain planning and
contra! parameters.
Decision making at aggregate supply chain level is only effective when all logistic control
parameters are integrally evaluated. Hence, we developed a dual source inventory
management model to enable integral decision making. We showed that Company X should
manage inventory levels according to a service level restriction, because this enables the
opportunity to consider investment changes in relation to service changes. Currently,
Company X views inventory investments as an independent variable. However, we showed
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that inventory investments are related to other logistical parameters such as service levels. We
therefore concluded that:

• Managing inventory according to a service level constraint enables Company X to evaluate
the inventory capita! investment in relation to customer service.
For this reason, we suggested that the objective of this study should include customer service
levels . Consequently, we introduced an additional study question:
3.

How to reduce the supply chain inventory levels of Company X subject to a specified
service level?

As a result, the objective of the dual source inventory management model became; minimize
the total relevant supply chain cost subject to a specified service level. We developed a
Supply Chain Management tool, to implement the model. The SCM tool enables Company
X ' s management to integrally analyse all relevant parameters and provides insight into the
relations between implications of different logistical decisions.
The final aim of our study was to analyse a number of improvement opportunities. Here, we
focused on the three previously described study questions.
The first study question was how to decouple the global goods flow of Company X. Figure 1
shows that in the current situation, Company X should not satisfy all customer demand from
inventory, because the curve of this
275000
strategy is always higher than the
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~
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Figure !: Decoupling decision

The second study question was how to allocate item production between the manufacturing
facilities in Slovakia and China. In this study we showed that the SCM tool is useful to
determine production quantities to both facilities. However, our results contradict with the
company' s belief that it could offshore complete item production to China.
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At first the Jatter seems a reasonable assumption because, for instance the item X production
in China is€?,- cheaper per item then the item X production in Slovakia. Yet, we showed that
only 13% of the item X production should
3100
be allocated to China in order to minimize
the Total Relevant Costs (TRC). This result
2900
can be clarified since we included the
additional costs to control the demand
uncertainty. In addition, Figure Il shows
that
demand
uncertainty
reduction
significantly increase the production
volume to China. Therefore, we concluded
that the demand uncertainty is the most
dominant factor for the allocation value to
China. As a result, in situation where the
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
item demand uncertainty is high, it is
% of Production Volume to China
profitable to allocate a large share of the
production volume to manufacturing
Current Situation
facility in Slovakia.
-

Low Demand Uncertainty

Figure 11: Allocation dec is ion as function of the
coefficient of variation of the demand

The third study question was how to reduce Company X's inventory levels regarding a
specified service level. In this study we showed that the reductions of both the demand
uncertainty and the replenishment lead time of the manufacturing facilities have a significant
impact on the average inventory levels and capita! investment levels. As a result, we suggest
that Company X should focus on both reductions to reduce supply chain inventory levels.
From the results presented above we draw the following two conclusions :

• Demand uncertainty is the most dominant factor of bath the allocation decision and the
reduction of inventory levels.
• A reduction of replenishment lead times leads to lower inventory levels regarding a
specified service level but does not have an effect on the allocation dec is ion.
Finally, several recommendations have been given to Company X that focus on the practical
usage of our design . We suggest implementing a hierarchical planning strategy whereby the
focus should be on implementing the aggregate planning function . Consequently, we advice
management to change the current short term objective from "reduce inventory levels" to:
"meet a specified service level at minimal supply chain cost". In addition, we argue to stop
the intensive interaction between the sales and production department since this creates a
fuzzy planning and control strategy. Consequently, hire a supply chain operations planner
preferably in Venray, to coordinate the interaction between both departments . The operations
planner should advice management on decisions regarding the supply chain. Furthermore, the
operations planner should be responsible for the long term capacity planning and the
development of guidelines and restrictions for the detailed planning functions.
We explicitly developed to SCM tool to support supply chain decision making at
management level. Therefore, the results of the SCM tool should always be interpreted by the
user. Regarding the use of the SCM tool we suggest a re-evaluation of the logistical decision
parameters every six months. Nevertheless, the SCM tool can always be used to obtain more
insight into the impact of relevant supply chain parameters.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter we wil! briefly introduce the supply chain study that has been carried out in a
period from February 2007 till October 2007 at Company X. Therefore, the first aim of this
chapter is to provide a genera! overview of the company's businesses. In addition, we will
discuss the company' s industry supply chain and elaborate on the company's value position in
the market. Consequently, we will give insight into the background of this study and show the
need for an exhaustive analysis of the supply chain. As a result, this chapter is organised as
follows: Section 1.1 brietly describes the genera! businesses of the company. Section 1.2
elaborates on the organisational structure. Then we will focus on business parts more relevant
for this study by describing the industry supply chain in Section 1.3 . In addition, we will
briefly depict the products in Section 1.4. Furthermore, in Section 1.5 we wil! give insight
into the Company's current value position in the market. Finally, in Section 1.6 we wil!
describe the background of this study and show the need for an exhaustive supply chain
analysis.
Before we introduce our study we would like to make a remark. We have tried to write this
report as clearly as possible. Neverthe less, it may occur that a certain level of knowledge is
necessary to understand everything written. However, those who are interested in detailed
explanations are referred to the corresponding literature and appendixes.

1.1. General Company Description
Company X (X), was established in 1994 as a contract manufacturer for remanufactured laser
cartridges in Venray. Company X is an outsourcing partner, with no brand exp loitation. In the
beginning all manufacturing and distribution activities where located in Venray, the
Netherlands. However, in 1996 X moved their manufacturing activities to Slovakia. The
location in Venray remained a distribution warehouse. In 2004 X started to offshore activities
toa manufacturing facility in Suzhou, China. This gave an opportunity to expand the business
of the X and Y was founded. Y is a subsidiary of the X holding and responsible for sourcing
and assembly of high complex mechanica! assemblies and tooling for professional
applications for large copier and printer providers.
X 's business has expanded rapidly over the years. As a result, X moved the cartridge
operations toa larger manufacturing facility in Hefei (China) in December 2006. So, currently
the cartridge remanufacturing operations are geographically dispersed into two manufacturing
facilities namely Nizna (Slovakia) and Hefei (China) . In January 2007 the X holding was
extended again through the foundation of Z. Z is also a subsidiary of the X holding and is
responsible for X's asset recovery management, which includes the regain of empty cartridges
either for remanufacturing or for material recycling.
Currently 95% of X's revenue is gained in Europe. Appendix A shows that X's revenue has
doubled over the past two years. X expects that revenues will continue to grow rapidly in the
next years. In order to establish this, X aims at the following long term and short term
objectives:
Company X's long term objectives are to
• belang to the top 3 players in the European market by revenue, technology and quality;
• grow extensively through market expansion in the United States of America (USA).
Company X's short term objectives are to
• establish a sales and distribution centre in the USA;
• establish 50% revenue growth in 2007;
• lower inventory levels and improve inventory turn over in the supply chain.
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1.2. Organisational Structure
As previously described the X holding is responsible for three subsidiaries namely X, Y and
Z. Furthermore, the X holding is responsible for three production facilities situated in Nizna
(Slovakia), Hefei (China) and Suzhou (China). These facilities have their own engineering,
quality, production and material management departments. The marketing and sales
department for the three business units is situated in Venray (the Netherlands) and Rochester
(USA). Figure 1.1 illustrates the organisational structure of the X holding. Appendix B gives
more insight into the organisational structures of this holding.

Company
X b.v.
1

IT

1

BRM

1
1

: F inance and C ontrol 1

1

1

--------- ......

y

1

1
Module Group

.

X Suzhou, China
Ltd.

1

1
1
1

'-----------Figure 1. 1: Organisational structure
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1
1

1
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X Hef ei, China
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.

Cartridge Group

.-.

1

X Slovakia s.r.o.

L_- - - - - - - - - - - -

The previous sections briefly outlined the businesses of the X holding. Our supply chain study
will focus on X ' s cartridge technology business. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter
describes this business unit in further detail.

1.3. The lndustry Supply Chain
This section gives insight into the cartridge (re)manufacturing supply chain . Lee and
Billington (1993) define a traditional supply chain as: " a network of faci lities that performs
the functions of procurement of material, transformation of material to intermediate and
finished products, and distribution of finished products to customers". The traditional
cartridge supply chain is dominated by a number of large OEMs, such as Hewlett Packard
(HP), Canon, Brother, Lexmark, Kyocera and Samsung. These OEMs develop, manufacture
and d istribute cartridges.
Figure 1.2 illustrates an extension of the traditional supply chain through including the
collection, recycling, re-use and remanufacturing of cartridges. We define this supply chain as
the closed loop cartridge supply chain . ln this supply chain a distinction is made between
recycling, re-use and remanufacturing companies.
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Figure 1.2: The closed loop cartridge supply chain

Cartridge recycling companies are responsible for collecting used cartridges from the field ,
disassembling them (when necessary), separating them into material categories such as
specific plastic types, aluminium or etc. These materials are processed into recycled products,
components, and/or materials. In this case, the identity and funct ionality of the cartridge are
lost. The collection and recycling of cartridges is the main responsibility of the Z company,
which is a subsidiary of the X holding. Z does not collect all types of empty cartridges that are
required by X. Therefore X also purchases empty cartridges from brokers who are specialized
in the collection of empty cartridges.
Cartridge re-use companies are responsible for buying or collecting used cartridges from the
field, filling these cartridges and distributing or selling them as used. Thus, although the
ultimate val ue of the product is also reduced from its original value, no additional processing
is required.
Cartridge re-manufacturing companies buy or col lect a used cartridge from the field ,
assessing its cond ition, and replacing wom, braken, or obsolete parts with new or refurbished
parts. In this case, the identity and functionality of the original cartridge is reta ined . The
resulting (remanufactured) cartridge is then inspected and tested, with the goal of meeting or
exceeding the quality standards of brand cartridges. As described previously, X is responsib le
for the Jatter.
As shown in Figure 1.2, X does not directly sell cartridges to the consumer. Consequently,
X ' s customers can be distinguished into two customer groups. The first customer group is
called: ' bul k customers '. These customers order cartridges in bulk boxes. The number of
cartridges in a bulk box varies per cartridge type between 12 and 24 items . The ' bulk
customers ' are mostly re-manufacturers themselves and are basically competitors of X. The
second customer group is called: ' tailor made customers '. These customers order cartridges
that are individually packed in tailor made boxes. The ' tailor made customers ' are mostly
private label distributors such as office suppl iers of which the ' private label' cartridge is one
of the many items that they sell to consumers. The private label distributors do not
manufacture themselves.
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1.4. Products
Now that we gave insight into X's position in the closed loop cartridge supply chain, we
briefly describe the products that X is remanufacturing. Currently, X remanufactures
cartridges for two types of laser printers from OEM brands such as HP, Lexmark and Brother.
The first laser printer type is a monochrome printer which only prints black and greyscale
pages. The second laser printer type is a colour or CMYK laser printer which prints black and
coloured pages. CMYK stands for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Key (Black). More
information on monochrome and CMYK cartridges is depicted in Appendix C . Furthermore,
this appendix explains the Xerographic print process in further detail to give sufficient
background into in the main cartridge components.
Currently, X buys around 130 different types of empty cartridges (empties) from Z and
brokers. These empties are remanufactured into 210 different cartridge configurations, mainly
varying in quality and size. More information on X ' s product range and corresponding
configurations is also stated in Appendix C.

1.5. Value Position
In order to denote the relevance of this study it is useful to define X ' s value position in the
market. Porter ( 1985) defines two dimensions to analyse firms ' value position. The first
dimension is the value chain framework of Porter (1985). The framework helps to analyze
specific activities through which firms can create value and competitive advantage. The
second dimension is the competitive forces model of Porter ( 1979). This model helps to
analyse the attractiveness of the firm ' s industry. We used both dimensions to analyze the
value position of X. Appendix D gives more insight into both analyses. In the remaining of
this section we will briefly describe the main results .
Figure 1.3 depicts the value creation analysis. On the left hand side the X value chain is
shown . Based on Porter ( 1985) we can state that manufacturing, product development,
marketing and sales, and supply chain management are the core activities of X. X defines the
latter as all activities that includes the worldwide purchase, distribution and warehousing
during the whole product life cycle. (X, 2006). Based on Porter (1985) we argue that X ' s
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) management system is the most important support
function. This system is used to manage, design and redesign the previously described core
activities.
The model, shown on the right hand side of Figure 1.3 , distinguishes 5 competitive force s
namely: rivalry among existing firm s, potential entrants, suppliers' bargaining power, buyers'
bargaining power, and potential substitutes.
Support activities X

Barriers to
En try

Infrastrurture
Human Resourre )fanagement
Technology Dewlopment

Supplier
Power

Procuremrnt

Prima!')' activities X
)farketing
and Sales

(a)

Industry
Competition
Degr·ee of
Rivalry

Buyer
Power

Threat of
Su bstitutes

(b)

Figure 1.3: Va lue creation analysis
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The internal competitiveness is considered to be significant because numerous small cartridge
re-manufacturers exist worldwide. The threat to enter the market is considered to be moderate
because investment in equipment is relatively low. The remanufacturing process is labour
intensive. Therefore, a significant threat can be encountered from companies situated in low
labour cost countries. The power of suppliers is relatively low because numerous suppliers are
available for most important monochrome cartridge components. Fewer suppliers are
available for colour cartridge components because these components are more sophisticated.
However, suppliers are willing to cooperate with X to become strategie partners because the
sales prognoses for the colour cartridges are excellent.
In the early nineties, cartridge remanufacturing was booming business and numerous
companies started to remanufacture in Europe. However, in 2001 the market became very
price competitive. Consequently, the companies with production facilities in high cost
countries where not able to compete. As result, the overall number of competitors decreased
and still decreases. Consequently, the power of the customer is less then previous years.
Currently, there is a relatively high threat for substitute cartridges . Although copying of
original brand cartridges is illegal in many countries, numerous companies, especially in low
cost countries, are copying brand cartridges. The production cost of copied cartridges is
significantly lower then the remanufacturing costs of empty cartridges, because the whole
reverse supply network is then obsolete. As a result, these illegal companies are competing
remanufacturing companies with very low prices.

1.6. Study Background
In the previous section we showed that the cartridge manufacturing industry is a competitive
market. Although the high market competitiveness, X ' s revenues grow rapidly. As a result,
the supply chain has been extended intensively in the past few years. In addition, we showed
that X's future objective is to expand business to the USA, which already resulted in the
opening of a sales office in Rochester (USA) in April 2007. Consequently, X's objective is to
establ ish a distribution centre in the USA at the end of 2007 . This will extend the supply chain
even further. The recent extensions resulted in a number of complex supply chain challenges.
Here, we will briefly elaborate on three of them.
Currently, the X supply chain includes two geographically dispersed production locations in
Slovakia (XSK) and China (XCH). This created a challenge to optimally allocate production
between these facilities . At the moment, X uses a self created Forecast Calculation Model in
MS Excel to determine the production allocation. However, X is not certain if this current
method is minimizing the overall supply chain costs.
Furthermore, the current supply chain includes a number of controlled stock points in XSK
and XCH. As previously described the number of controlled stock points will increase since
the opening of a distribution centre in the USA (XUS). Previously, these stock points were
controlled using a forecast model. However, in September 2006 X introduced a Min - Max
planning system . This planning system allows that the inventory levels do not exceed a
specified Max setting. Furthermore, a new manufacturing order of size Max minus Min will
be planned if the inventory position drops to a specified Min setting or lower. The parameters
Min and Max are based on common sen se. Therefore, X does not know if these parameters are
chosen so that it will minimize the total capita! invested in inventory.
In addition, X is currently investigating the possibility to move controlled decoupling points
further down the supply chain. This results in a challenge to re-structure the current goods
flow in the supply chain . However, X is not certain if a new structure improves the current
supply chain performance.
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To be able reveal the underlying problems of the three challenges described above, we need to
study the supply chain in more depth. Consequently, we have to determine study boundaries
downstream and upstream the supply chain, shown in Figure 1.2. Down stream, the
responsibility ends at the supplier level. No analysis will be done at the first or second tier
suppliers of X. Upstream, the boundary is set just after the transportation to the customers. As
a consequence, we exclude the production and distribution processes of the suppliers (Z and
brokers) and customers ('bulk customers' and ' tailor made customers'). As a result, we will
take the following into consideration:
•
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the
the

demand of the customers,
external transportation from the production facilities to the customer,
internal transportation between production facilities ,
production facilities in Slovakia and China,
lead-time from suppliers to the production facilities.

lt is important to include all processes mentioned above because leaving out aspects could
lead to a sub-optimized system . So initially all products and components need to be included
in the analysis. Nevertheless, at certain levels aggregation may need to be applied in order
reduce complexity.
As shown above the scope of this study covers a wide area. Therefore, we will not define a
clear and unambiguous definition of this study yet, since this requires a sufficient background
into the supply chain of X. Consequently, in Chapter 3 we will define a clear and
unambiguous definition of this study regarding the outcomes of the supply chain analysis
presented in the next chapter.
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2. Supply Chain Analysis
The previous chapter was aimed to introduce X and showed the need for an extensive supply
chain analysis. Consequently, in this chapter we will provide the results of this analysis . The
aim of this chapter is to establish a necessary understanding that enables the problem analysis
in Chapter 3. We are not aiming to describe all supply chain related processes in detail. For
complete descriptions the reader is referred to the Appendixes C to J. Our analysis is based on
the structure provided by the PBI reference model of Bemelmans ( 1988). He distinguishes a
supply chain structure into primary processes, control processes and information systems. As
a result, this chapter is organized as follows:
First, Section 2.1 describes the primary processes in further detail. We divided the primary
processes into demand, production, distribution and supply processes. The analysis results of
these processes are respectively described in this section . Next, Section 2.2 gives insight into
the supply chain control structure. Then, Section 2.3 briefly depicts the information systems
that support both the primary and the control processes . Finally, Section 2.4 gives insight into
the overall supply chain performance.

Supply
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Secûon 1. 2
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Figure 2. 1: Supply chain structure

Figure 2.1 is used as support for this entire chapter and illustrates the various production
facilities, stock points and distribution channels. Throughout this chapter, we wil l often refer
back to this supply chain structure. As a result, the corresponding sections are shown in
Figure 2.1 accordingly.
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2.1. Supply Chain Primary Processes
Before we can discuss the analysis results of the primary supply chain processes: demand,
production, distribution and supply, we need to describe the supply chain structure in further
detail. Therefore, the first aim is to provide a clear understanding of the structure presented in
Figure 2.1, through defining the Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP) in the X supply
chain. The CODP is welt known in the operations management literature and can be described
as the point in the supply chain after which the goods flow becomes customer driven instead
of forecast driven. (Bertrand et al. , 1998).
In the X supply chain we identified one CODP between the remanufacturing process and
customized packaging process. As a result, we can divide the supply chain structure into
operations up and down stream this CODP. Up stream the CODP, the Stock Keeping Units
(SKU) are customized to order regarding customer demand. We define a SKU as a specific
unit that is controlled by a decoupling point in the supply chain. The SKUs at the CODP are
called finished products or bulk items. These are remanufactured cartridges available to serve
the bulk or customized market. Downstream of the CODP the SKUs are Manufactured To
Stock (MTS) regarding a Min Max planning strategy
Figure 2.1 shows that, in addition, the goods flow structure is decoupled before both the
remanufacturing processes in China and Slovakia. Here, SKUs are kept to stock to deal with
uncertainty in material supply. The SKUs at these decoupling points include empty cartridges
(erupties), and other components discussed in Appendix C. It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that
divergence is found in the goods flow structure. To illustrate this: approximately 130 different
erupties are remanufactured into about 210 different cartridges at the CODP. These cartridges
are either sold in bulk or in customized packaging. The packaging process upstream the
CODP finally results into around 1000 different end products.
We now defined the following three decoupling points:
• before the remanufacturing process in China
• before the remanufacturing process in Slovakia
• between the remanufacturing process and customized packaging process tn
Slovakia (CODP)
These three decoupling points are goods flow controlled stock points and decouple production
unit control and goods flow control. The control problem for a Production Unit (PU) can be
solved separately, given specific environmental conditions. These environmental conditions
have to be realized by goods flow control. The release of new work orders (or purchase
orders) to the PU (or supplier) is the interface between production unit control and goods flow
control. When the PU has completed the work order, the products are delivered to the
previously defined decoupling points. We will further elaborate on the primary processes of
the PU's in Section 3.1.2. Furthermore, we will describe the goods flow control in more detail
in Section 3.2.
Now that we described the goods flow structure up and down the CODP we are able to
describe the results of the primary supply chain processes: demand, production, distribution
and supply.

2.1.1. Demand
Now the CODP is defined we are able to analyse the SKU demand at the CODP, because
these SKU's are directly influenced by customer demand. We define demand as the amount
of finished product x ordered by customer y at the agreed delivery date t. The agreed delivery
date is the date that X confirms to the customer within 24 hours after the order moment. The
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demand analysis is mainly based on quantitative data out of X ' s Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system. The demand data is reliable since January 2005 , therefore an analysis period
from January 2005 till March 2007 is chosen .
We divided the demand analysis into an item demand analysis and a customer demand
analysis. Before we further elaborate on these analyses we would like to point out four overall
results. Firstly, Figure 2.2 describes the results of the conducted ABC analysis. (Silver et al. ,
1998) lt shows that about 80% of the sales volume is caused by approximately 20% of the
total number of finished products. The remaining 20% of the sales volume is caused by a
relative ly large group of infrequently ordered slow movers. Secondly, the demand turnover
increased from approximately 450,000 cartridges sold in 2005 to 570,000 cartridges sold in
2006. The predictions are that this trend will continue to increase in 2007. Thirdly, X's
customers can order any number of cartridges at any moment in time. Fourthly, during the
analysis period, X heavily extended their product range from about 130 SKU products at the
CODP to around 210 products. Appendix E describes the conducted demand analysis in more
detail. The remaining of this section will describe the item demand and customer demand
characteristics in further detail.
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Figure 2.3: Aggregate demand distribution

2.1.1.l Item Demand Characteristics
Silver et al. (1998) argue that any time series can be thought of as being composed of the
components level, seasonality, trend, and irregular random tluctuations. Figure 2.3 shows the
aggregate demand for all finished products and demonstrates no signs of level or constant
demand. In addition, it depicts no signs of demand seasonality. Furthermore, the red line in
Figure 2.3 points out a demand trend . More over, it depicts that the aggregate demand is
heavily tluctuating over time . In the remainder of this section we will provide amore detailed
analysis of the possibility that SKU demand at the CODP is composed of the components,
seasonality, trend or irregular tluctuation .
We will first analyse if the SKU demand at the CODP shows any signs of seasonality. The
demand seasonality is analysed by constructing a correlogram. Harvey (1993) depicts that the
seasonal effect of time series can be determined with a correlogram . A correlogram is the
basic tool of analysis in the time domain. A correlogram gives an indication that the time
series is random or that is exhibits a pattern of seasonality. Randomness could also be defined
in terms of the observations being independent. (Harvey, 1993) Two lines are plotted in the
correlogram, one at a specific height above the horizontal axis and the other at the same
distance below. In common practice the limits are set at 11'1N where N is the number of
observations. Values outside these limits are an indication of non-randomness. The
correlograms at finished product level, depicted in Appendix E, did not show any signs of
seasonal ity during the analysis period . Since no seasonality was found at finished product
level we assume that the SKU demand at the CODP is random or independent.
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Now that we showed that SKU demand is independent we used a simpte regression analysis
(Montgomery and Runger, 1999) to further examine the relation between aggregate demand
in units and analysis period in weeks. The red line in Figure 2.3 points out an aggregate
demand trend instead of a constant or level demand. Consequently, we fitted a simpte linear
regression model to analyse relationship between the aggregate demand and period in weeks .
We tested the significance of the regression with the hypothesis that the slope equals zero.
This analysis, shown in Appendix E, resulted in a P-value of 0.0244. Since the P-value is less
than 0.05 , there is a statistically significant relationship between aggregate demand and the
analysis period at the 95% confidence level. Therefore the aggregate demand is nonstationary.
However, the conducted regression analysis for every individual SKU at CODP showed the
contrary. This can be clarified by the extension of X's product range during the analysis
period . We illustrate this with a simp Ie regression analysis of X's number one SKU during the
analysis period. This item gave a P-value of 0.5895. Since the P-value is greater then 0.10,
there is not a statistically significant relationship between item demand (units) and period
(weeks) at the 90% or higher confidence level. The same results were found for other SKU
items at the CODP. Since no trend was found at finished product level we assume that the
SKU demand at the CODP is stationary.
Since we found no significant demand seasonality or trend of the SKU's at the CODP, we can
calculate the mean, variance, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the SKU
demand. The results are shown in Appendix E. The results depict an enormous demand
fluctuation. Table 2.1 shows the Coefficient of Variation (CV) range for different analysis
methods. In probability theory the CV is a measure of dispersion of a probability distribution.
(Montgomery and Runger, 1999) Distributions with CV < 1, such as an Gamma distribution,
are considered low-variance, while those with CV > 1, such as a hyper-exponential
distribution, are considered high-variance . Almost every SKU at the CODP has an CV > 1.
Therefore we conclude that the item demand is highly fluctuating.

Table 2. 1: Coefficient of variation

Appendix E elaborates further on causes for these demand fluctuation . Finally, the item
demand is analysed through probability distributions fitting. De Kok (2002) gives four
examples of Probability Distribution Functions (PDF's) that are dependent on the mean and
variance of the SKU demand namely Normal, Exponential, Poisson and Gamma distribution.
We have chosen to fit the Normal PDF, the Gamma PDF and additionally the Hyperexponential PDF. All these PDF's are rejected with at least a 90% confidence for every SKU
at the CODP. As a result, the item demand is highly fluctuating and consequently the
predictability is poor.

2.1.1.2 Customer Demand Characteristics
Having defined the item demand characteristics, this section gives insight into the customers
of X and their order behaviour. Aga in an ABC analysis is conducted to give more insight into
customers of X. Figure 2.4 depicts that about 10% of the total number of customers are
responsible for around 80% of the sa les revenue.
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Figure 2. 5: Distribution by order volume

Figure 2.5 gives insight into the customer order behaviour. lt can be seen that about 20% of
orders are responsible of approximately 80% of the sales volume. Another noticeable fact is
that around 30% of all orders are less then 10 items of a finished product. Without a detailed
analysis can be said that the costs for order handling, picking and processing will be high for
these small orders.
Now that we gave insight into the customers order behaviour we will briefly elaborate on
replenishment lead time requested by X's customers. We define the customer order
replenishment lead time as the time that elapses from the moment at which a customer places
an order, until the order is physically delivered to the customer. The majority of X's
customers request a 10 days' lead time. Hence, X's strategy is to serve the customer with a
lead time of l 0 working days. However, if a customer orders a significantly large amount of
items the lead time will be extended to 20 working days.

2.1.2. Production
The previous section gave insight into the demand which we considered to be the first
analysis component of the primary process analysis. This section gives insight into the second
analysis component namely: production.
Figure 2.1 shows that the production process can be divided into three Production Units (PU)
namely two Production Unit's in Slovakia (PU XSK-I) and (PU XSK-ll), and one Production
Unit in China (PU XCH). For this study, it is reasonable to assume that the production
processes at PU XSK-I is identical to the production processes at PU XCH. Therefore, this
section briefly describes the production processes of the two production units in Slovakia.
Appendix F provides more detailed information on the production processes.

2.1.2.1 Production Process
The PU XSK-I is responsible for the remanufacturing of empty cartridges and can be divided
into a disassembly phase and an assembly phase. In the disassembly phase empties are
manually disassembled, cleaned and sorted by component. The kitting process is the final step
in the disassembly process. Here, cartridge components are manually batched into kit boxes.
In genera) a kit box contains components for 5 cartridges. In the assembly phase, the
components in the kit boxes are manually assembled, tested and packed in bulk boxes. In
genera! a bulk box contains 20 cartridges. The final step in the assembly process is that
cartridges are tested at the Customer Evaluation Test. Here, a sample of a manufacturing
order is taken and intensively tested . After this procedure the cartridges are transported to the
controlled stock point in the warehouse.
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The PU XSK-II is responsible for customization of the remanufactured cartridge. This is a
relatively easy process where cartridges packed in bulk boxes are repacked into customer
specific boxes.
The processes described above can be characterised as batch flow processes. This means that
production orders are produced in manufacturing batches. The batch size of the production
order is based on economie transport quantities in the manufacturing facility. These transfer
batches are necessary due to the current lay out of the XSK facility illustrated in Appendix F.
In addition, the manufacturing process can be characterised as highly labour intensive.

2.1.2.2 Production Capacity
Currently, X does not know the exact production capacity due to staffing and line balancing
challenges. The staffing challenge includes fluctuation in operator flexibility. This fluctuation
is caused by operator absence, turnover, training capability and easiness of hiring and firing.
The line balance challenge results from varying bottlenecks in the production process. On
average every item follows the production steps discussed previously. However the
production process bottlenecks are item dependent and therefore varying.
The capacity depends on the number of operators and the operator flexibility . We assume that
the operator flexibility in XSK is low to moderate because it is difficult to hire new operators
due to labour scarcity in Slovakia. Therefore, it is not easy to quickly increase or decrease the
total number of operator hours. Approximately 300 operators are working in XSK. An
operator effectively works 7.5 hours per day and 230 days a year. As a result the capacity in
XSK is determined to be 520,000 hours per year. In contrast, we consider the operator
flexibility in XCH to be high because it is relatively easy to hire and train additional
operators . Therefore, we assume infinite capacity in XCH .

2.1.2.3 Production Unit Replenishment Lead Times
Now that the production processes per PU have been defined, we are able to analyse the
production unit replenishment lead times for XSK and XCH. The production unit
replenishment lead time is defined as the time between the moment that X ' s ERP system
generates a planned production order till the moment that the production order is on hand
available in the warehouse. XCH officially started production in December 2006. As a result,
little lead time data is available. As a consequence, we divided the lead time analysis into a
quantitative analysis for XSK and a qualitative analyse analysis for XCH. This section will
describe the main results of both analyses.
The XSK lead times are determined with manufacturing order data available in X' s ERP
system. We used a frequency distribution to analyse the current replenishment lead time. To
construct a frequency distribution we divided the range of data into intervals. In common
practice the number of intervals is set -VN, where N is the number of observations.
(Montgomery and Runger, 1999) The size of the interval is determined through the upper
limit minus the lower limit divided by -VN. An upper confidence limit is set to 10% to express
the degree of uncertainty associated with the analysed data set.
The analysis of the replenishment lead times is conducted over a period from January 2005 to
March 2007. In Figure 2.6, the lead time histogram of PU XSK-I is presented. lt clearly
shows that the PU XSK-I is currently able to replenish a manufacturing order within 60 days
with a 90% confidence. In Figure 2.7, the lead time histogram of the PU XSK-11 is presented .
lt shows that the PU XSK-11 is currently able to replenish a manufacturing order within 6 days
with a 90% confidence.
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As described previously X gains 95% of its sales revenue in Europe. As a result, XCH is
situated far from the main market of X. This means that transportation plays a significant role
in the overall replenishment lead time of XCH. Although the next section will discuss the
transportation lead times in further detail, we would like to point out one result that is of
relevance for the production lead time analysis. The XCH facility is able to produce at least
one 40ft size container per week. Appendix G shows that it is always economically feasible to
immediately send the container to Europe instead of holding it because the holding costs are
relatively high compared to the transportation costs . Hence, the minimum replenishment lead
time depends on the time it takes to produce one container quantity. Since the PU XCH is able
to produce at least one container per week the minimum production replenishment lead time
of the PU XCH will be 1 week.
XCH produces according toa 4 weeks fixed production plan which will be further described
in Section 2 .2. This means that the maximum production replenishment lead time is 4 weeks.
As a result the production replenishment lead times varies between 1 and 4 weeks . Since the
maximum lead time is found to be 4 weeks we assume that the current production
replenishment lead time is deterministic with a lead time of 4 weeks.

2.1.3 Distribution
We previously gave insight into the analysis component demand and production . This section
will describe the third analysis component: distribution. Ballou ( 1999) distinguishes five
different distribution modes namely: water, rail, truck, air, and pipeline. X considers only
distribution by water, truck and air as relevant transportation modes. The latter is only used
when emergency shipments occur, due to the high shipping costs of air freight.
The transportation of goods in the X supply chain shown in Figure 2. l can be divided into
internal and external supply chain transportation . The internal transportation includes the
transport between all X facilities . The external transportation includes the transport from X to
customers . Here, we will briefly describe the results of the transit times for both the internal
and external transportation. The transit lead time is defined as the time that elapses from the
moment at which an order is physically moved from location x, until the order is physically
delivered to location y . We will include the transit times to the USA because X is planning to
open a distribution facility in the USA. Currently, no data is available to quantitatively
measure the transit times. Therefore, this analysis is based on interv iews with the Logistic
Export Executive of X. The reader is referred to Appendix G for a detailed transportation
analysis including an overview of the transportation costs. Table 2.2 summarizes the
approximate transit times between the different internal facilities of X and Table 2.3 shows
the approximate transit times to customers in different regions of Europe.
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XUS (USA)

6 weeks
Table 2.2: Approximate internal transit times.

Northern Euro e
5 days

Southern Euro e
4 days

Western Euro e
4 days

Eastern Euro e
3 days

Table 2. 3: Approximate external transit times.

2.1.4 Supply
The previous sections gave insight into the primary processes demand , production and
distribution . This section will briefly give insight into the final primary process: supply. As
previously argued in Chapter 1, we will only focus on the supplier replenishment lead times.
The distribution and production processes of the suppliers are not in the scope of this analysis.
The supplier replenishment lead time is currently not measured. We therefore assume that the
supplier lead time is identical to the lead time that is agreed with the suppliers. The supplier
replenishment lead time is defined as the time that elapses from the moment at which X
decided to place an order, until the order is physically on the shelf ready to satisfy production
demands. Appendix H describes the average agreed lead times for the most important
components . These lead times are both supplier and component dependent and vary between
7 and 154 days. We focus only on the most important and valuable components such as the
Empty, OPC and Toner. Based on the measured data shown in Appendix H and interviews
with the purchasing manager of X, the supplier replenishment lead time is assumed to be 2
weeks for the most important components . Although the XCH facility is responsible for the
purchasing of components, most empties are currently collected in Europe. As a result, the
empties need to be shipped to XCH with transit lead times discussed in the previous section .
Now that we briefly described replenishment lead times of the supply process we conclude
the primary process section with a summary of all replenishment lead times discussed. Table
2.4 shows this replen ishment lead time summary.
From
Supplier
OP XCH Il
Supplier
DP XSK 1
CODP XSK II

To
OP XCH 1
COOP XCH Il
DPXSK 1
CODP XSK II
Customer

Production
4 weeks

Distribution
6 weeks
6 weeks

Supply
2 weeks
2 weeks

8 weeks
1 week

1 week

Total
8 weeks
10 weeks
2 weeks
8 weeks
2 weeks

Ta ble 2.4: Replenishment lead time summary

The overall replenishment lead time of XCH to the CODP is currently 18 weeks due to the
collection of empties in Europe. Now that we discussed the primary processes we will
elaborate on the processes that control the primary processes.

2.2. Supply Chain Control Processes
We previously focussed on the primary processes in the supply chain. This section describes
the current planning and control processes in the supply chain. In this chapter we distinguish
the current supply chain planning and control processes into long term and short term
processes. In addition, we will describe X ' s logistic parameter setting that achieves
consistence between the long term and short term planning and control processes. We
elaborate further on the supply chain control processes in Appendix 1. Here, we also show
figures of the current supply chain plann ing and control structure.
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2.2.1 Long Term Planning
X ' s long term planning is divided into a production allocation strategy between XSK and
XCH, and a long term planning strategy for both XSK and XCH . The remaining of this
section respectively describes these strategies.
X ' s long term supply chain planning is based on the following production allocation strategy.
XCH overall replenishment lead time is approximately 18 weeks, this includes the lead times
for supply, production and distribution . As a result, X decided to remanufacture the items
with the lowest value at X, to reduce the inventory holding costs. Consequently, only
monochrome cartridges are remanufactured in XCH. Approximately, 40 different
monochrome cartridges are responsible for around 70% of X sales revenue. Therefore, these
cartridges have been allocated to XCH.
The CODP is controlled by a Min Max planning strategy. This means that X follows a Make
To Stock (MTS) strategy at the CODP for all items. In the literature a Min Max planning is
known as a (s,S) system. A (s,S) system is a continues review system where enough is ordered
to raise the inventory position to the level S whenever the inventory position drops to the
reorder points or lower. (Silver et al., 1998) A continuous review system is a system where a
replenishment action can be taken immediately after any demand transaction. (Silver et al.,
1998) Appendix 1 gives further insight the basic principles of a (s,S) system. The parameters s
and S are currently set quarterly, to anticipate on future expectations regarding a three months
sales history and current inventory balances.
XCH is controlled using a 5 months sales forecast. The sales forecast is determined monthly,
to anticipate on sales trends and seasonal effects, regarding a three months sales history. A
monthly production plan is determined accordingly, regarding the container shipment
schedule and the monthly production capacity of XCH. X currently uses a Forecast
Calculation Model in MS Excel to determine the sales forecast over 5 months. This
spreadsheet model shows the demand patterns of the allocated products. A manufacturing
order quantity is determined based on these patterns. The order quantities are determined by
X's Business Unit Planner in XSK and need to be approved by X's management in XNL.
The decoupling points before the PU XSK-I and PU XCH are controlled with a min planning
system . This is a continuous review system where a certain amount is ordered to raise the
inventory position whenever the inventory position drops to the reorder point s or lower. The
reorder level s of an SKU item is determined regarding the s setting of the SKU ' s at the
CODP . We will illustrate this with a brief example. SKU X at the CODP includes item A and
item B. SKU Y at the CODP includes also item B and item C. The s setting of item A at the
decoupling point is identical tos setting of SKU X. However, item B is used for both SKU X
and SKU Y. As a result, X ' s ERP system adds the s setting of SKU X and SKU Y for item B.

2.2.2 Short Term Planning
In contrast to the X ' s Long Term Planning, X' s Short Term Planning considers day to day
demand, production and supply balancing. This section briefly describes the short term
planning for each PU.
X ' s short term planning is heavily supp01ted by the ERP system. The ERP system generates
planned production orders for the PU XSK-1, the PU XSK-II and the PU XCH. We will focus
this section on the PU XSK-I because the PU XSK-ll and the PU XCH follow almost exactly
the same short term planning procedure . The only difference is found in the production order
generation by the ERP system. In the PU XSK-ll, the ERP system generates production
orders according to actual item demand regarding the SKU inventory level at the CODP. As a
result, the customer demands are produced to order. In the PU XCH, the ERP system
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generates production orders according to the previously described forecast calculation model.
The remaining of this section will focus on the short term planning at the PU XSK-1
X's ERP system generates planned manufacturing orders in the PU XSK-1 according to (s,S)
settings. The production planner confirms the planned production orders and schedules these
orders based on a material availability check. X is currently not able to schedule the
production orders according to a capacity plan because of capacity challenges discussed in
Section 2.3.3. The scheduled orders are daily released regarding daily material-and production
capacity availability.
After the work order is released, the production planner creates a work order schedule. This
schedule includes the assignment of operator capacity and material requirement lists. The
latter is based on the Bill Of Material (BOM) of the cartridge and the production order
quantity. The time between the start of a production order and the release of the production
order is marginal.
Now that we discussed X ' s long term and short term planning we will elaborate on the current
logistic parameters settings.

2.2.3 Logistic Parameter Settings
The consistence between the long term planning and short term planning is achieved through
logistic parameter settings. These are the control variables for the previously defined
decoupling points. With these variables X tries to align its supply chain.
Demand Allocation: X currently uses the previously described forecast model to allocate the
demand between XCH and XSK.

s setting or Reorder Level: The reorder level is set at 2 weeks of average SKU sales. This is
determined for every SKU at the CODP . The reorder levels at the other decoupling points are
calculated accordingly using the BOM structure of the SKU ' s at the CODP.
S setting or Order Up To Level: The order up to level is set at 4 weeks of average SKU
sales. This is determined for each SKU at the CODP. At the other decoupling points no order
up to levels are set.

Safety Stock Level: X defined the safety stock as the previously described s setting.
Maximum Inventory Level: A maximum inventory level is only set for the SKU 's at the
CODP, hence the maximum inventory level may not exceed the previously described S
setting. The maximum inventory levels at the other decoupling points are obviously restricted
to the available warehouse space.
Inventory Target: Although X ' s corporate objective is to reduce the current inventory levels
and consequently increase the current inventory turn over, X did not specifically defined an
inventory target.
Service level: Although X ' s short term planning objective is to satisfy customer demand, X
did not explicitly defined a service level.

2.3. Supply Chain Information Systems
Now that the primary and control processes are defined, this section briefly describes the
information systems that support these processes. X has currently two information systems
that support the operational processes. The first system is the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system Microsoft Navision . X ERP system includes a Material Requirements Planning
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(MRP). The MRP system determines what cartridges to manufacture and when to
manufacture them . Furthermore, it determines what materials to order and when to order
them. The MRP system focuses on internal operations. However, X ' s ERP system expands
this focus to the external environment by including information about suppliers and
customers. The ERP system electronically integrates X's departments, for instance,
production can call up sales information and immediately know how much must be produced
to fill customer orders. The second system is Microsoft Office. The Microsoft Office
programs such as MS Excel and MS Access, suppo11 the ERP system mentioned above.

2.4. Supply Chain Performance
The final aim of the supply chain analysis presented in this chapter is to describe the current
supply chain performance. However, we already showed in the logistic parameter settings that
X currently does not actively measures the supply chain performance. As a result, we
analysed the supply chain performance according to two well known performance measures
namely: the inventory turn over and the fill rate.

2.4.1 Inventory Turn Over
lnventory turnover commonly measures the act1v1ty or liquidity of a firm ' s inventory.
lnventory turnover is annual cost of goods divided by the average annual inventory. (Gitman,
2006). It is currently impossible to immediately call up the yearly turnover rate out of the
ERP system. It is only possible to call up the current inventory status. From interviews is
obtained that the current inventory tumover rate is varying between 2 and 3 at the CODP.
However, this result is not meaningful since X does not compare the resulting tumover with
other companies or X's past inventory tumover. Consequently, this result only gives an
indication .

2.4.2 Fill Rate
The Fill Rate (P2) is the fraction of customer demand that is met routinely; that is without
backorders or lost sales. (Silver et al., 1998). We analysed the current fill rate of X through
comparing the physical delivery date of an
100%
order with the agreed delivery date of that
90%
order. Both dates are called up from X ' s
80%
,-.,
ERP system. However, the physical
N
700/o
ê 600/o
delivery date is the date that items are
physically carried out the warehouse.
Therefore, we added a transport lead time
of two days. Section 3 .4 showed that the
minimal transport time is 3 days. Hence,
10%
we can determine the current fill rate with a
reasonable confidence. Figure 2.8 shows
the fill rate performance pattern during the
analysis period .
()Oio

+-~~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 2.8: Fi/l rate %

Figure 2.8 shows that since September 2005 these dates are actively put into the ERP system.
This is confirmed by X ' s management. The average fill rate in a period from January 2006
until March 2007 is approximately 70 %. Note that the performance is fluctuating but that it
did not significantly increased in the period from January 2006 until March 2007 .
In conclusion this chapter described the results of an extensive supply chain analysis. The aim
of this chapter was to describe the current situation in the supply chain . In the next chapter we
will evaluate this situation . Consequently, we will define the study assignment.
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3. Problem Analysis
The previous chapter gave insight into the current supply chain primary and control processes.
In this chapter we will evaluate these processes and answer the question what is exactly meant
by supply chain planning and control. Furthermore, we will elaborate on the current supply
chain parameter settings and discuss if these parameters are optimally determined. In addition,
we will explain what is meant by an optima! parameter setting. Next, we will formulate a
clear and unambiguous definition of this study. A clear and unambiguous definition is
necessary, to avoid different expectations at the end of this study. Conseq uently, we discuss
the outline of this study and briefly elaborate on the applied study methodology. As a result,
this chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 evaluates X's supply chain processes
according to the analysis results presented in Chapter 2. The supply chain evaluation
facilitates the discussion about the current supply chain planning and control structure
described in Section 3.2. We elaborate further on the current planning and control parameters
in Section 3.3. Then, Section 3.4 summarizes the problem analysis and consequently defines
the study assignment. As a result, the study methodology wil! be described in Section 3.5

3.1. Supply Chain Evaluation
This section aims to provide an overall supply chain classification, to facilitate the discussion
in the next sections. The current supply chain is evaluated according to a classification by
Bertrand et al. ( 1998). They suggest an evaluation of the complexity, uncertainty and
flexibility of the total system.

3.1.1 Complexity
Factors that influence the supply chain complexity are product variation, customer variation,
number of manufacturing steps, number of distribution channels and planning. From our
analysis in Chapter 2 we conclude that the physical processes are relatively simple. On the
other hand we conclude that the supply chain control process is complicated . These
conclusions will be further discussed below.
The cartridges are currently produced in batches according to multi item flow production
process. A multi item flow production process means that first a production order of item x is
produced followed by a production order of item y . The routes of the production orders
through the factory are almost equal for all items. The standard production throughput time
for an item is on average 30 minutes. The setup times, which are the times to reconfigure a
workstation for a new production order, are relatively short. (between 7 and 15 minutes ). In
theory production orders do not need to be reprioritized, due to relatively quick standard and
setup times. However, in practice, production orders are reprioritized when not enough
materials are available. Yet, this is caused by the supply chain control process instead of the
physical process. As a result, the complexity of the physical processes is considered to be low.
Nevertheless, the supply chain control complexity can be classified as high. X's current
supply chain includes two geographically dispersed production locations. This requires a well
founded decision in which facility to produce which item. This is a complex decision to take
since many supply chain variables such as regional demand, lead time and production
capacity are of importance. Recently, X decided to expand their supply chain furthermore
with an additional distribution warehouse in the USA. For this reason, the supply chain
control tasks will become even more complex.
X has chosen to deal with this complexity through a (s,S) planning strategy. The main task of
the (s,S) strategy is to balance demand with supply. Therefore, X should have a total overview
of their supply chain, to avoid sub optimisation of balance decisions taken. This requires
explicit knowledge and understanding of all supply chain variables. The more supply chain
variables exist, the more complex the decision task becomes. The logistic parameter setting of
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(s,S) strategy has direct influence on the overall supply chain performance . Therefore it is
again important to understand the relations between the supply chain variables, to determine
the optima! control parameters.
In conclusion, the complexity of the physical processes is low. However, all physical
processes in the supply chain are interrelated and influence each other toa certain extent. This
means that supply chain control decisions are difficult. As a result, the complexity of the
supply chain planning and control is high.

3.1.2 Uncertainty
Bertrand et al. ( 1998), make a distinction between uncertainty related to the demand side and
the supply side of the supply chain. On the one hand, from our supply chain analysis can be
concluded that uncertainty at the demand side is high. On the other hand we will assume that
the supply uncertainty is low. These conclusions will be further discussed below.
The demand uncertainty is classified as high. lt is shown in Chapter 2 that the demand
predictability of SKU's at the CODP is poor, due to high demand fluctuations . Since the item
demand patterns are fluctuating over time we rejected the idea that demand is constant and
therefore deterministic. In addition, no significant trend and seasonality where found at item
level. Therefore, we concluded that item demand is independent and stationary. Furthermore,
we concluded that the item demand at the CODP did not fit the Normal, Gamma or Hyperexponential probability distribution function. In this situation Bertrand et al. ( 1998) argue that
demand is instable due to a strong changing environment. We show in Appendix E that this
statement is correct and demand fluctuations are partially influenced by X ' s decisions to push
inventories into the market through attractive price setting and other commercial actions For
this reason, the demand uncertainty is considered to be high.
We distinguish supply uncertainty into manufacturing uncertainty before the CODP and the
supplier uncertainty before the other two defined decoupling points. The supply uncertainty
for the latter is considered to be low. The availability of raw materials is assumed at 100%
and the supplier replenishment lead time is considered to be reliable and assumed to be
deterministic. The manufacturing uncertainty is twofold, because production needs to be
allocated between XCH and XSK. In XCH, unce1tainty is considerate to be low. Although the
replenishment lead time includes supplier replenishment lead time, transit lead time and
manufacturing lead times, we will assume that these lead times are deterministic. The same
argument holds for XSK. This means that we consider manufacturing uncertainty to be low.
In conclusion, the supply chain uncertainty of the demand side is considered to be high. In
contrast the supply chain uncertainty of the supply side is considered to be low.

3.1.3 Flexibility
Flexibility is necessary, to anticipate at supply chain uncertainty. X defines flexibility as the
ability to react to customer demand. In this section we will divide the flexibility evaluation
into a primary process and control process evaluation.
From a primary process perspective we use a classification by Bertrand et al. ( 1998) to
evaluate the flexibility . They divide flexibility in time flexibility and scope flexibility. Time
flexibility is the period within the flexibility can be adjusted. Scope flexibility is the
magnitude of the adjustment.
X ' s time flexibility is considered to be low. Chapter 2 shows that XSK replenishment lead
time is approximately 8 weeks and the replenishment lead time of XCH is about 18 weeks .
The transit lead times to the customer and the replenishment lead time of PU XSK-11
completely consume the 10 days customer order replenishment lead time that is available at
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the CODP. This means that when a customer orders at X, the items need to be immediately
available to serve the customer. As a result, the time tlexibility is low.
X's scope tlexibility is also considered to be low. Although operators can be tlexibly adjusted
in the production process, the easiness to hire and fire operators is considered to be moderate.
As a result the easiness of changing overall capacity size is moderate . Capacity is assumed to
be sufficient in XCH. XSK on the contrary currently focus on 100% operator utilization. This
means that the XSK encounters under capacity. As a result, the scope tlexibility is low
From a control process perspective X follow a MTS strategy and consequently is holding
inventory at the three previously defined decoupling points. Hence, X uses inventory to create
tlexibility in the supply chain . However, from interviews with the PU XSK-I planner became
clear that this strategy is daily interrupted through work order priorities. These priorities are
determined by both the XNL Sales Department and the XSK Sales Back Office. The
managers of both departments confirm that work orders are daily prioritized due to fluctuating
customer requirements and inventory shortages. As a result, numerous manufacturing orders
are Made To Order (MTO) instead of MTS. As a consequence, of the work order
prioritization, planned production orders are delayed until they ultimately become priorities
themselves. In conclusion, the planned production orders generated by the ERP system are
often neglected. As a consequence, the PU replenishment lead times of these orders increased.
lt is wel! known that if lead time increases, flexibility decreases. Furthermore, this behaviour
reveals the main reason why the PU XSK-I replenishment lead time is approximately 60 days
with a 90% confidence.
X recently implemented the (s,S) planning strategy. Before the (s,S) strategy, X also produced
to stock regarding a monthly sales forecast. A Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
procedure implemented in X' s ERP system was used to calculate the planned production
orders regarding material requirement rules and a monthly sales forecast. However, the
introduced (s,S) decision rules obsolete the monthly sales forecast of MRP, because the (s,S)
settings are already based on sales forecasts. Nevertheless, the forecast functionalities in the
MRP system are not shut down. As a result, the current planning system generates orders
based on both actual demand in combination with MRP forecast rules and actual inventory
levels in combination with the (s,S) setting. Consequently, this leads to a fussy planning and
control behaviour.
In conclusion, considering the behaviour described above in combination with X's objective
to reduce inventory levels we argue that the current supply chain planning and control process
flexibility is low.

3.1.4 Supply Chain Evaluation Summary
Table 3 .1 provides an overview of the supply chain evaluation presented in this section.
Process
Demand
Production
Distribution
Supply
Long Term Planning
Short Term Planning

Process type
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Con trol
Control

Complexity
Low

High
High

Uncertainty
High
Low
Low
Low

Flexibility
Low
Low
Low
Low

Table 3. 1: Supply chain evaluation overview

Table 3.1 shows that X's overall supply chain tlexibility is low. Furthermore, demand
uncertainty and control complexity are high. In the next two sections we wil! consider the
results of this supply chain evaluation regarding the supply chain challenges described in
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Chapter 1. In order to do so we will answer two important questions. First, we elaborate on
X's planning and control structure through answering the following question in Section 3.2:
• Does X have an appropriate supply chain planning and control structure to deal with the
high supply chain complexity?
Second, we argued that all processes in the supply chain are interrelated and influence each
other to a certain extent. lt is therefore important that every function in the planning and
control structure is aligned by task performance constraints. Consequently, we will elaborate
on X's logistic parameter alignment by answering the follow in g question in Section 3.3:
• Is the current supply chain planning and control structure appropriately aligned, to meet the
corporate objective and to deal with logistic challenges such as production allocation,
inventory management and decoupling decisions?
Through answering the questions above, we will create a study focus and can elaborate on
improvement opportunities.

3.2. Supply Chain Planning and Control Structure
We define a supply chain planning control structure as the architecture of planning functions
that coordinate supply and production activities to achieve X ' s corporate objective to lower
supply chain inventory levels . In this section we will elaborate on X's planning functions and
discuss how these functions deal with supply chain complexity and flexibility.
We previously showed that the complexity to plan and control the X supply chain is high.
Consequently, this requires numerous data processing and coordination . Bertrand et al. ( 1998)
suggest decomposition as a method to reduce complexity. This means that the total supply
chain planning and control structure should be decomposed into separate control functions.
As a result, every function shou ld operate according to their own control tasks. One of the
most important decompositions is the decomposition of aggregate planning and control and
detailed planning and control.
X ' s aggregate planning function is the organisations highest level of decision-making for
goods flow control. The management of X set the logistical parameters described in Chapter 2
to influence the goods flow coordination. However, these parameter settings are mainly
determined on intuition and Jack a clear and unambiguous definition. Consequently,
guidelines and constrains in which the detail control functions can operate, change often. In
appendix 1 we will illustrate the reason for this behaviour by showing the theoretica(
consequences of the (s,S) strategy regarding classical inventory theory described in Silver et
al. (1998). For instance, the calculated reorder levels of a particular item was approximately 7
times higher than the current s setting. In addition, the theoretica) average inventory level was
about 2 times higher than the current maximum inventory level.
As a consequence, X ' s goods flow is coordinated by the production unit departments, the
XNL sales department and the XSK back office department. Hence, X's Goods Flow Control
coordination is mainly short term focussed and can be characterized as ad hoc planning,
heavily influenced by the mentioned departments. The ad hoc planning is supported by
economie objectives of each department involved. On the one hand, realizing these economie
objectives such as high operator utilization, economie production quantities and customer
satisfaction, is in interest of the whole company. On the other hand, the previous section
concluded that this ad hoc planning structure creates inflexibility and consequently leads to
unbalanced inventory levels and a poor delivery performance .
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The low supply chain flexibility is mainly caused by the Sales and Back Office department
who both give work order priorities based on customer requests to the XSK Production Units.
There is no clear customer order acceptance procedure, as a consequence customer order
priorities are varying heavily. Hereby the long term global planning based on a (s,S) inventory
planning strategy is completely overruled. The priority products are manufactured to order
and consequently the planned to stock products are delayed. As a result, the replenishment
lead time of the production units are relatively long and inflexibility is created accordingly.
In addition, Chapter 2 revealed that X is able to satisfy approximately 70% of the customer
demand in time. However, during the analysis period the performance did not significantly
increased . Thus, although X introduced a new planning strategy, this never significantly
increased X's performance. Furthermore, despite all ad hoc interruptions and prioritizations,
this again never significantly increased X ' s performance.
In conclusion we argue that X did not appropriately decompose the planning and control
functions to reduce complexity. Consequently, the current aggregate planning function is
inappropriate to determine clear constrains in which the detail control functions can operate
accordingly. Hence, the detailed planning function controls the physical primary process and
makes detailed planning decisions according to the latest possible information . However,
these planning decisions negatively affect operational flexibility, since they lack clear guide
lines at higher tactical level.

3.3. Supply Chain Alignment
This section gives insight into the alignment of the supply chain regarding the corporate
objective, production allocation, (s,S) planning strategy and goods flow decoupling decisions.
The corporate objective reveals that X views inventory levels as independent variables.
However, it is well known in inventory management literature that inventory levels are related
to other logistical parameters such as service levels. (Silver et al. , 1998) A quantitative model
that gives insight into the different relationships of the logistical parameters such as inventory
levels and service levels does not exist. Low inventory levels teil us something about the
amount of capita! that is tied up in the company. It does not say anything about the customer
performance levels. This means that the current supply chain performance is unknown.
Therefore, we argue that X's corporate objective should include customer service levels.
In addition, X manufactures cartridges in two globally dispersed production facilities .
However, X lacks insight in the impact of the product allocation decision on the supply chain
performance. X's decision making and optimisation measures are mainly focussed on parts of
the supply chain without knowing the impact of these decisions on the total supply chain
performance. We argue that allocation decisions definitely have an impact on X's total supply
chain performance, especially logistical parameters such as customer demand and
replenishment lead times need to be taken into account. Therefore, it is important to
understand the impact of logistic parameters on the supply chain performance.
Furthermore, X recently adopted a (s,S) inventory strategy, to reduce the inventory
requirements and costs accordingly. X ' s management beliefs that inventory levels decreased
after the introduction of the (s,S) strategy. We argue that this is the result of the maximum S
setting. In the past the PU XSK-1 was able to produce items with unlimited amounts. Hence,
inventory levels could increase heavily. However the (s,S) strategy forced the production
planner to produce amounts of (S-s), when necessary. As a results, maximum inventory levels
where limited to the S level. Nevertheless, the (s,S) parameters are set individually instead of
integrally because the parameters are based on average customer demand. Chapter 2 showed
that X ' s customer demand is characterized by high uncertainty which consequently has a
significant impact on the supply chain performance. So, although inventory levels are set to a
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maximum of S, X currently lacks insight into the impact of the (s,S) settings on the supply
chain performance.
Finally, X is unable to evaluate the future supply chain performance when the supply chain
structure changes. For instance, X recently decided to establish a sales and distribution centre
in the USA. However, X is currently unable to evaluate the impact of this decision on the
supply chain performance.
In conclusion, we argue that X supply chain performance should be integrally evaluated and
that the overall objective should include customer service levels.

3.4. Problem Summary
From the problem analysis described in the previous sections we derive the following main
conclusion:

X 's current supply chain planning and contra/ structure lacks an aggregate planning and
contra/ function. Consequently, the detailed planning functions in the supply chain are not
aligned to meet X 's corporale objective.

The main conclusion exposes the need for a re-design of the current supply chain planning
and control structure such that it includes an aggregate planning function. The aggregate
planning function must include coordination of the global goods flow of the two
geographically dispersed production locations in Slovakia (XSK) and China (XCH).
Furthermore, this function should be able to deal with the goods flow to the new distribution
centre in the USA (XUS). As a consequence, two important study questions need to be
answered to design a clear aggregate planning function:
1.
2.

How to decouple the global goods flow of X?
How to allocate production between the manufacturing facilities of X?

In addition, we have argued that the reduction of inventory levels in the supply chain is an
inappropriate objective. We therefore argue that the study objective should include customer
service levels. As a result, we introduce a third study question:
3.

How to reduce supply chain inventory levels of X subject to a specified service level?

In order to answer the study questions above a quantitative model that integrally allocates
production between the two manufacturing sources and consequently manages the supply
chain inventories need to be developed. In conclusion, the study assignment is formulated as
follows:

• Re-design the current supply chain planning and contra/ structure such that it include an
aggregate planning and contra! function;
• Accordingly design a dual source inventory management model that enables integral supply
chain decision making at tactical level;
• In the view of that develop a supply chain management tool that supports X's aggregate
planning and contra/ function.

3.5. Methodology
Now that we defined the study assignment we will elaborate on the outline and methodology
of this study. The study has been generally carried out according to the approach described by
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Kempen and Keizer (2000). This approach is a more specific realization of the regulative
cycle (Dutch: Regulatieve Cyclus) of Van Strien (Van Aken et al" 2003). Van Aken et al.
(2003) recommend the regulative cycle if the study can be described as an industrial
engineering improvement study. They define four faces which are comparable with Kempen
and Keizer (2000) namely the orientation,- analysis,- design,- and implementation phase. The
overall objective of this approach is to support academie advisory stud ies, which is also the
nature of this study. As a result, the four phases are individually discussed below.
The first phase, presented in Chapter 1, has been defined as the orientation phase. In this
phase the company' s business environment has been analysed, through orientation interviews,
company reports and industry reports. The second phase, presented in Chapter 2 and 3, has
been defined as the analysis phase. Here, the previously described information has been
interpreted . Furthermore, an extensive supply chain analysis has been conducted applying the
PBI reference model of Bemelmans (1988). During this phase, we visited the XSK
manufacturing facility and conducted numerous interviews with employees in all layers of the
organisation. In addition, we did an exhaustive analysis on relevant data obtained from X's
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system . The main aim of this phase has been to
determine a clear and unambiguous study assignment.
In the design phase, presented in the next chapters, we will re-design the current planning and
control structure of X according the BWW framework for production control and material
management (Bertrand, et al" 1998). With this framework we will show how X's planning
processes need to be related to the physical production chain. Regarding the new structure we
wil! review state of the art literature on Dual Source Allocation theory and Multi Item, Multi
Echelon Inventory Control theory. Accordingly, we wil! design a dual source inventory
management model that supports X's tactical decision making at aggregate level.
Our main purpose of the implementation phase is to realise the design for practical usage. In
order to do so we wil! develop a Supply Chain Management (SCM) tool to automate the
computational processes of the designed model. We use the computer programming language
Delphi to accomplish this. Delphi primarily performs the calculations of the model. We use
MS Excel in combination with Delphi to develop a user friendly interface that enables X to
deal with large data input and output. In addition, an user manual is written to support the
SCM tool. In conclusion, Figure 3.1 summarizes the contents of this study. Furthermore, in
the upper right corner the corresponding chapters are shown .
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4. Supply Chain Planning and Control Structure Re-Design
We previously gave insight into the current supply chain planning and control structure and
showed the need for redesigning this structure. We argued that the new structure should
include an aggregate planning and control function to deal with the high planning and control
complexity and increase supply chain flexibility. Consequently, this chapter is organised as
follows . Section 4.1 describes the results of the decoupling point analyses. According to this,
Section 4.2 develops a goods flow structure that deals with X ' s current and potential supply
chain activities in the future. Regarding this, Section 4.3 specifies the goods flow decision
level and consequently introduces the re-design of the supply chain planning and control
structure. Section 4.4 elaborates further on thi s structure through advocating a new logistic
strategy objective. Furthermore, Section 4.5 introduces the logistic parameters related to the
logistic objective. Finally, Section 4.6 describes the requirements that are necessary to
implement the structure presented in the chapter.

4.1. Decoupling Point Decision
Goods flow decoupling is the point of departure for the redesign of the control structure.
Currently, X decoupled the goods flow before the di sassembly process in XCH and XSK and
between the assembly and customization process in XSK. The Jatter was defined as the
Customer Order Decoupling Point. In this section we analyse if these decoupling points need
to be redefined.
Bertrand et al. (1998) argues that it is sensible to limit the number of production units
separated by decoupling points. Nevertheless, there are several good reasons to distinguish
decoupling points such as: a jump in uncertainty, product structure, capacity bottlenecks,
complexity and length of PU' s and batching. Taken this into account we analysed where the
X ' s goods flow could potentially be decoupled. This analysis is described in Appendix J.
From the decoupling point analysis we conclude that; bottlenecks, complexity and batching
are not a reason to decouple the production process. As a result, three potential decoupling
points are distinguished, regarding jump in uncertainty and product structure. The potential
decoupling points are shown in Table 4.1.
Potential Decoupling Point
Before the disassembly process
Between the disassembly and assembly process
Between the assembly and customization process

lJncertainty

Structure

x

x
x
x

x

Table 4. J: Potential decoupling points

We previously described, that the main objective of the new planning and control structure is
to improve supply chain flexibility. We argue that the flexibility can be improved by
distinguishing between production units that react to uncertainty. Table 4.1 shows that the
decoupl ing between the disassembly and assembly process does not reduce uncertainty and
consequently does not create flexibility. As a result, we conclude that the production process
should be decoupled before the disassembly process and before the customization process
near the customer market. This is equal to the current position of the decoupling points.

4.2. Goods Flow Str ucture
This section determines the goods flow structure regarding the previously defined decoupling
points. In addition, the goods flow structure should be able to deal with X ' s long term
objective; to grow extensively through market expansion in the USA .
The goods flow structure should include the two manufacturing facilities XCH and XSK. The
latter includes a warehouse with a customization line, where cartridges packed in bulk boxes
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are repacked into customer specific boxes . We assume that the distribution facility in the USA
(XUS) includes a customization process equal to the process in XSK.
In Chapter 2 we showed that the trans it replenishment lead times between XCH and XUS and
between XSK and XUS are almost identical. Currently, the XSK facility has insufficient
capacity to satisfy all customer demand from the European market. In addition we assumed
infinite capacity in XCH. As a result we argue that we allocate all XUS demand to XCH.
Figure 4.1 shows the goods flow structure for this situation .
Current Goods Flow Control

t
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

W-È
- --"•" Il

Produdion Unit XCH

Suppliers

--W-Z---"·" I

l-----

Produdion Unit XSl(..1

Goods
Flow

Figure 4.1 : Goods flow structure

--

% XCH. %XSK

Plannin11 and
Control

\ 7\7
V 6

Controlled
D ec ouple Point

4.3. Decision Level
Now that goods flow structure is defined we need to define an appropriate decision level to
control the goods flow. Here, we advocate a top-down approach according to the BWW
framework. (Bertrand et al., 1998). This top-down approach is also known as the hierarchical
planning approach.
According to the hierarchical planning approach we decompose the planning and control
functions into an aggregate and detailed planning function . The aggregate planning functi on
evaluates logistical parameters on tactical level, after which the outcome is converted into
constraints and guidelines for a detailed or operational level. Hence, the overall objective is
consistently pursued by all processes along different decision levels, white operational
flexibility is not negatively affected. As a result, hierarchical planning provides a systematic
manner to integrally coordinate planning decisions in the supply chain of X.
Figure 4.2 shows the re-designed planning and control structure according the hierarchical
planning approach . The main difference between this re-design and the current situation is
that we included an aggregate planning function. Consequently, we will mainly elaborate on
this function in the remaining of this chapter.
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4.4. Supply Chain Strategy Objective
We argue that the hierarchical approach shown in Figure 4.2 should be based on one overall
logistic objective. Ballou (1999) suggests three different logistic objectives namely a cost
reduction objective, a capital reduction objective and a service im provement objective. Cost
reduction is an objective directed toward minimizing the variable costs associated with for
instance, transportation and inventory. Capital reduction is an objective directed toward
minimizing the level of investment in the supply chain . Service improvement objectives
usually recognize that revenues depend on the level of logistics service provided . We argue
that X's overall objective should comply with the customers' perceptions of what is
important. In Appendix E we show that X's customers are sensitive for price, delivery speed
and performance. As a result, we combine the objectives above and translate these to the
following overall objective:

• Meet a speci.fied service level at minimal supply chain costs.
The overall objective shown above reveals two important measures. The first measure is the
service level. In Chapter 2 we already analysed X ' s supply chain performance using the Fill
Rate. The Fill Rate (P2) is the fraction of customer demand that is directly satisfied from
inventory. (Silver et al" 1998) Silver et al. ( 1998), argue that this form of service has
considerable appeal to most practioners. The second measure is to minimize the supply chain
costs. This includes the cost of holding inventory at the different decoupling points.
In add ition, the overall objective includes a restriction. This restriction is set by the customer
service level. From this restriction the inventory requirements should be determined . As a
result, inventory has become a dependent variable and the capita! investment in inventory has
become dependent accordingly. Therefore, the new objective provides the opportunity to
consider investment changes in relation to service changes. We argue that this approach
enables better opportunities to evaluate the inventory requirement in the supply chain .

4.5. Logistic Parameters
To meet the overall objective, the output of the processes enabled by the supply chain must be
measured and compared with a set of standards. As a result, the overall objective needs to be
translated into logistic parameter targets . These targets need to be kept within a set limit and
remain relatively constant. This will allow comparison of planned and actual parameter
targets, and once done the parameter targets can be influenced through certain reactive
measures in order to improve supply chain performance. (Gunasekaran et al. 2004) So, clear
and unambiguous logistic parameters targets, set at aggregate decision level, are crucial m
improving performance and essential to better Supply Chain Management.
Figure 4.2 shows that the aggregate planning function is responsible for three main tasks. The
first task is to find an economie balance between to cost of unsatisfied demand and the cost of
preventing it. This requires an inventory control policy with target inventory levels regarding
a specified service level. The second task is to find an economie balance of item production
quantities between both manufacturing facilities. The third task is to determine a long term
capacity plan. Every task requires specified target parameters. These parameters are the
output of aggregate planning function.
In Chapter 2 we showed that the supply chain characteristics of the demand , production,
distribution and supply intluence the overall supply chain performance. Therefore, these
characteristics should be considered at aggregate decision level in order to determine the
appropriate output parameters. Furthermore, the overall objective discussed in the previous
section reveals that the output parameters are restricted to a specific service level. Hence,
Tab Ie 4.2 provides an overview of the general parameters that intluence the X supply chain .
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INPUT PARAMETERS

Exo2enous
• Demand characteristics
• Production characteristics
• Distribution characteristics
• Supplier characteristics
• Cost factors

OUTPUT PARAMETERS

Restriction
• Service level

Endogenous
• Average inventory levels
• Capita! investment in inventory
• Long term capacity requirements
• Allocation quantities

Table 4.2: Genera! supply chain parameters at aggregate decision level

A distinction is made between exogenous and restricted input parameters. We already
elaborated on the latter. An exogenous input parameter is one that comes from outside the
aggregate planning function and is unexplained by this function. The exogenous parameters
are intluenced through both the external environment and the supply chain design. Evaluation
of the input parameters at aggregate decision level results in endogenous output parameters.
An endogenous parameter is one that comes from inside the aggregate planning function and
is explained by the function itself. The output parameters give insight into average inventory
levels, the amount of capita! tied up, the long term capacity and allocation quantities that are
needed to serve the customer with a specified fill rate. We will further elaborate on the input
and output parameters in the next chapters.

4.6. lmplementation Requirements
In this section we will elaborate on the requirements that need to be met, to implement the redesign presented in this chapter. Here, we will focus on the logistic organisation requirements
and the aggregate planning function requirements.

4.6.1 Logistic Organisation
In Chapter 3 we showed that the current logistic organisation is completely dominated by the
sales department in XNL and the sales back office department in XSK. On the one hand, this
domination results into daily planning interruptions. On the other hand, this domination
constantly put pressure on the production departments and consequently forces them to meet
daily output targets. In this chapter we introduced a hierarchical planning structure that
obsolete the intensive interaction between both departments. Consequently, the logistic
organisation of X needs to change. First, the interaction between the sales department and the
production department need to be changed from daily operational meetings at detailed level to
monthly tactical meetings at aggregate level. On aggregate level the wishes of the sales and
back office departments need to be translated into operational constraints, which are captured
in parameter targets, for the different production units. As a result, we argue that X's logistic
objective is consistently pursued by all processes along different decision levels, white
operational tlexibility is not negatively affected . Second, we argue that the production unit
performance needs to be monitored differently. Instead of daily output targets set by the sales
and back office departments, we suggest to monitor the production unit departments with
other performance measures such as the production unit replenishment lead time. We wil!
further elaborate on these performance measurements in Appendix K.
As a consequence, of the organisational requirements presented above, we suggest hiring a
supply chain operations planner to coordinate the interaction between both departments.
Furthermore, the operations planner should advice X management about decisions regarding
the X supply chain. In addition, the operations planner should be responsible for the long term
capacity planning and the developing of guidelines and restrictions for the detailed planning
functions. Hence, we argue that the supply chain operations planner should work at corporate
level in the organisation, preferably in XNL.
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4.6.2 Aggregate Planning Function
The main difference between supply chain planning and control structure shown in Figure 4.2
and the current structure, shown in appendix l is that we included an aggregate planning
function. In Chapter 3 we argued that the aggregate planning function must include the
coordination of the global goods flow shown in Figure 4.1. In addition, we have argued that
the aggregate planning function should be able to manage the supply chain inventory levels
subject to a service level constraint. Furthermore, in Figure 4.2 we show that the aggregate
planning function should support X in the long term capacity planning. Consequently, we
argue that the aggregate planning function should be able to fulfil these requirements at
tactical level, after which the outcome can be converted into constraints and guidelines for
detailed or operational level.
However to be able to fulfil these requirements it is necessary to have insight into the
underlying relations of the logistical parameters shown in Table 4.2 . Therefore, in the next
chapter we will design a quantitative model that include these requirements and give insight
into the underlying relations of the logistical parameters. As a result, the model should
support the supply chain operations planner to set parameter targets at aggregate level.
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5. A Dual Source Inventory Management Model
In the previous chapter we redesigned X 's planning and control structure and introduced an
aggregate planning function. We argued that the aggregate planning function should control
X' s supply chain inventory and allocate production between the X's manufacturing facilities
in Slovakia and China. Accordingly, in this chapter we design a quantitative model that
supports these functions. We wilt first elaborate on literature about inventory management
policies that include production allocation between the two manufacturing sources . The aim
of this theoretica! approach is to decide how to model X's supply chain regarding an
inventory control policy. Consequently, we will design a quantitative model that is able to
support X ' s aggregate planning function. Then we wilt qualitatively validate the model.
Finally, we will describe the requirements to implement the model. As a result, we organised
this chapter as follows: in Section 5.1 we will briefly review current literature on inventory
control policies and determine which policy is most appropriate for X. Then, regarding this
policy, we wilt design a dual source allocation model in Section 5.2 . In Section 5.3 we wilt
present a qualitative validation of the model. Finally, in Section 5.4 we will describe the
model implementation requirements in further detail.

5.1. Literature on Dual Source Allocation Policies
We advocate that the goods flow structure presented in Chapter 3 has to deal with two
geographically dispersed production facilities , where one domestic source (XSK) is situated
close to the market and one global source (XCH) is situated far from the market. As a result,
XCH has a long replenishment lead time but low manufacturing cost price and XSK has a
short replenishment lead time but high manufacturing cost price. We showed in Chapter 2 that
the production capacity in XSK is insufficient to produce all European demand. As a result,
European demand needs to be allocated between XSK and XCH . We define this situation as a
dual sourcing allocation problem in a global context. To the best of our knowledge no
literature describes the concept of production allocation strategy in a dual sourcing
environment. However this concept shows significant similarities with the al location of order
quantities to suppliers in a dual sourcing environment. Therefore, in the remainder of this
section we wilt explore this type of dual sourcing literature.
In literature much attention is paid to order splitting policies in a dual source environment.
(Sculli and Wu, 1981) (Kelle and Silver, 1990) (Lau and Zhao, 1993) The scope of these
policies is that replenishment orders to different sources are essentially assumed to be of the
same type. The purpose is to achieve improved delivery performance and reduce lead-time
uncertainties, through splitting of orders between independent sources, each time
replenishment is initiated . (Johansen and Thorstenson, 1998) and (Janssen and De Kok, 1999)
However these policies assume two identical sources of supply in terms of replenishment lead
times. Chapter 2 showed that the replenishment lead times of XSK and XCH are unequal.
Therefore these types of allocation policies do not fit the X situation.
Minner (2003) distinguishes between two types of dual sourcing pol icies related to unequal
sources of supply. The first type deals with deterministic lead times. (Moinzadeh and
Nahmias, 1988) (Johansen and Thorstenson, 1998) (Janssen and de Kok, 1999) and (Vlachos
and Tagaras, 2001) The second type deals with a high lead time uncertainty and consequently
stochastic lead times. (Ramasesh et al. 1993) and (Ganeshan et al. 1999) Since both types of
policies have their own advantages and drawbacks we will consider them both.
In contrast Kiesmüller et al. (2005) distinguish between two classes of dual sourcing policies
related to the ordering moments. The first class of policies places orders to each source at the
same point in time and safety stock reductions are obtained by shortening the replenishment
lead times. Moreover the trade-off between an expensive reliable and cheap unreliable
supplier is considered. (Ramasesh et al. , 1993), (Ganeshan et al., 1999) and (Janssen and de
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Kok, 1999) The second class of policies place orders to different sources at different points in
time. (Rosenshine and Obee, 1976), (Moinzadeh and Nahmias, 1988), (Johansen and
Thorstenson, 1998) and (Vlachos and Tagaras, 2001) Again si nee both classes of pol icies
have their own advantages and drawbacks we will consider them both.
All papers discussed above want to allocate the orders in such a way that the inventory is still
adequate to protect a company against stock-outs over a replenishment lead-time. Moinzadeh
and Nahmias (1988), Johansen and Thorstenson ( 1998) and Ganeshan et al. (1999) discuss a
continuous review system . A continuous review system is a system where a replenishment
action can be taken immediately after any demand transaction . (Silver et al., 1998) However,
these authors assume that never more than one single order is outstanding for both facilities .
We argue that this assumption does not fit the X situation because in Chapter 2, we showed
that the replenishment lead time from XCH to XSK is approximately 18 weeks. In addition, in
Chapter 2 we showed that the demand is stochastic. When demand is stochastic, large
replenishment lead time result in a large probability of shortages and higher inventories for a
continuous system with this assumption. (Rosenshine and Obee, 1976) Therefore, the
assumption made in these papers does not fit the X situation.
In contrast, Vlachos and Tagaras (2001) discuss a periodic review system. A periodic review
system is a system where replenishment action can only be taken every review period R
(Silver et al., 1998). Again the assumption of never more than one order outstanding is made.
Consequently, a large lead-time means that several review intervals will pass before an order
is delivered. As a result, the order size must be sufficiently large to account for the stochastic
variations in demand that, during these review intervals, could lead to the occurrence of
shortages. Furthermore, large order size requires significant warehouse space. In addition,
inventory risks and capita( invested are high if the order size is high due to large
replenishment lead times. In essence we argue that greater lead times increase the cost of
inventory control systems subjected to a specified service level. As a result, inventories will
be high if the assumption of never more than a single order outstanding for both facilities
ho Ids.
An alternative to carrying large inventory when the lead time is large is to adopt a standing
order inventory system . Assuming that lead time is deterministic, orders of fixed size can be
placed in advance so that they arrive at the beginning of each period, regardless of the
magnitude of the lead time. Since, a fixed order size will arrive at the beginning of each
period, regardless of demand, a standing order system must allow for emergency orders(s) if
large shortages occur during any period. The lead time as far as the standing order is
concerned, does not exist. This assumption is used in the models of Rosenshine and Obee
( 1976) and Janssen and de Kok (1999). Given the relatively long replenishment lead time of
the XCH facility we argue that the standing order inventory strategy is an appropriate strategy
for the X situation.
The idea of a standing order inventory strategy is first introduced by Rosenshine and Obee
( 1976). Their objective is to minimize system costs, which includes holding, shortage,
emergency penalty, and purchasing costs. However, they Jack to include customer service
levels into their suggested policy. Although, in genera( an inventory control system is
designed to secure an economie balance between to cost of unsatisfied demand and the cost of
preventing it, it is more difficult to determine cost of unsatisfied demand than the costs of
preventing it. This is the reason why we restricted the supply chain costs to a specified service
level in Chapter 4. The policy of Janssen and De Kok ( 1999) include this service level
restriction. As a result, we argue that the standing order allocation policy suggested by
Janssen and De Kok (1999) is the most appropriate policy for the X situation.
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5.2. Standing Order Allocation Model
In the previous section we argued that the standing order allocation policy fits the Company X
situation from a theoretica! point of view. In this section we consider the standing order
allocation policy in further detail. The main aim of this section is twofold. The first aim is to
develop a procedure to divide X's production volume over the two production facilities in
Slovakia and China. The second aim is to derive an inventory replenishment strategy that
minimizes the total relevant supply chain casts regarding a specified service level. We will
apply Discrete Finite Markov Chain (DFMC) theory (Ku lkam i, 1995) to derive an allocation
procedure that is independent on a demand distribution function. Consequently, our procedure
differs from the procedure developed by Janssen and De Kok ( 1999). Because they derive an
allocation procedure assuming that item demand can be approximated with a mixture of two
Erlang distribution functions.
Before we will elaborate on the model we will first introduce the standing order allocation
policy. The standing order allocation policy shown in Figure 5.1 requires a fixed quantity of
size Q, each Review period R from the rigid facility (XCH). lt is important to note that Q
cannot be higher than the average demand during the review period E(D(O,R)) since then the
system is not stable and inventory levels will go to infinity. Each R the inventory position is
monitored, to make a replenishment decision. We define the inventory position as the stock
on hand plus outstanding orders minus backorders. When the inventory position is below the
order up to level S, an order is placed at the flexible manufacturing fac ility (XSK) such that
the inventory position is raised to S. The lead times of replenishment orders from XSK are
deterministic and equal to L. Note that the actual lead time of the XCH is not relevant for the
reordering decision conceming XSK. The reason for this is that the ordering decisions for
XSK are based on the inventory position and hence only the moments at wh ich this inventory
position is changed are relevant.

t
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Figure 5.1: Standing order a//ocation policy
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The policy described above is a combination of the push system (XCH delivers every review
period a pre-determined quantity) and a pull system (replenishment orders placed at XSK are
governed by an (R,S) replenishment policy). Consequently, our policy assumes a flexible
production capacity in XSK to deal with demand fluctuations. The item demand per time unit
are assumed to be independent and identically distributed random variables. Review periods
are an integral number of time units. We assume that the lead times of both suppliers involved
are deterministic and an integral number of time units. Furthermore, it is assumed that
customer orders are handled at the end of a time unit just before the replenishment orders are
handled. In addition, we assume that customer orders which cannot be delivered d irectly from
stock will be backordered. As performance criterion we use the fill rate or P2 service measure
which we already have defined in Chapter 4.
The objective of the our policy is to determine the decision parameters S and Q, such that the
long-run expected average costs per time unit (LEAC(S, Q)), are minimized subject to a P2
service level constraint. In determining the long-run expected average costs per time unit we
distinguish between production, transportation, and holding cost. We assume that fixed
production costs at the rigid manufacturing facility (XCH) equals the fixed production costs at
the flexible manufacturing facility (XSK). As a result, we assume that the production costs are
variable and item dependent. We consider only the internal transportation costs between PU
XCH and PU XSK-II (see Figure 4.2) because the transportation between PU XSK-1 and the
PU XSK-11 is negligible. We assume that the transportation costs are item volume dependent.
Consequently, the transportation costs will be variable and item dependent. Finally, we
assume that the holding costs are proportional to the size of the physical stock level at the
CODP.
We apply the following heuristic analysis, equal to the analysis by Janssen and De Kok
(1999) to obtain relations for the long-run performance measures:

LEAC(S,Q) = TRC~,Q)

(5.1)

where TRC(S, Q) is defined as the expected total relevant cost during a replenishment cycle
and R represents the expected length of a replenishment cycle. Since R is assumed to be given
we may restrict our self to minimizing TRC(S, Q). The remainder of this section is organised
as follows : first we will elaborate further on the objective of our model. In addition, we will
elaborate on the input parameters of our model and finally we will derive a method
independent on the demand distribution to calculate the long-run performance measures. In
order to do so, we use the following notations:
Parameter
E(X)
Dn
D(t1J2)
L
Lr
%

Xn

Dcfinition
Expected average value of X
Demand during the nth period in units/week
The total demand during the interval (t 1h) in weeks
The deterministic lead time of the flexible
manufacturing facility in weeks
The deterministic transportation lead time from the
rigid to flexible facility in weeks
The quantity ordered at the beginning of the nth
period at flexible facility in units
The inventory position at the nth review period after
a replenishment order at the flexible facility is
placed if any in units

Explanation
Exogenous input variable
Endogenous input variable
Exogenous input variable
Exogenous input variable
Endogenous output parameter
Endogenous output parameter

Table 5.1: Parameters describing the underling stochastic processes
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Definition
The manufacturing cost at the rigid faci lity in €/unit
The manufacturing cost at flexible facility in €/unit
Labour cost at rigid facility in €/hr
Labour cost at flexible facility in €/hr
The standard processing time in unit/hr
The cost price per unit at rigid facility in €
The cost price per unit at flexible facility in €
The transportation cost from rigid facility to flexible
facility in €/unit
The transportation cost in €/container
The transportation volume in units/container
The holding costs at the CODP in €/unit/week
The carrying charge in €/€/weeks

h
r
Table 5.2: Cost parameters

Parameter
R

P2,1arge1

Dcfinition
The length of the review period in weeks
The target service level in %

Explanation
Endogenous input parameter
Endogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Endogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter
Endogenous input parameter
Exogenous input parameter

Explanation
Exogenous input parameter
Exogenous
restriction
parameter

Table 5.3: Management decision parameters

Parameter

Q

s

Definition
The fixed order quantity delivered each review
period by rigid facility in units
The order-up-to level in units

Explanation
Endogenous output parameter
Endogenous output parameter

Table 5.4: Decision parameters

Mcasurc
P2 (S,Q)
l(S,Q)
TRC(S,Q)

Definition
The customer service level or fill rate in %
The average expected phys ical stock level at the
CODP at the beginning of an arbitrary time period
Total Relevant Costs during a replenishment cycle

Explanation
Endogenous output parameter
Endogenous output parameter
Endogenous output parameter

Table 5.5: Performance measures

5.2.1 Objective Function
Now that we gave insight into the standing order allocation policy and the notations we can
formulate the objective of our model as follows:
• mm1m1ze:

TRC(S,QJ

• substitute to:

P2(S, QJ = P2,1arge1
0 :::; Q < E(D(O,R))
S 2: 0.

In addition, The Total Relevant Cost (TRC) during a replenishment cycle is written as:

h·l(S,O)+m2 ·E((D(O, R)-Or)
TRC(S,Q) = : · l(S ,Q) +(m 1 +er +v1 ·r · Lr ) ·Q+ m2 · E((D(O, R)-Qr)
(

Q=O
0 < Q < E(D(O,R)) (5 .2)

Q?::. E(D(O, R))

TRC(S,Q) includes the holding costs (term 1), the costs of ordering one item at the rigid
facility (term 2), and the costs of ordering one item at the tlexible facility (term 3). In term 2
we included the manufacturing costs for rigid facility , the transportation costs and the pipeline
holding costs between the rigid and flexible facil ity. As previously argued we can neglect the
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transportation and pipeline holding costs for the flexible facility. The cost parameters
presented above can be further specified as:
Clab ,I

m1 = - p -

(5.3)

1

(5.4)

h = V2 ·r

(5.5)

Notice that we did not take fixed ordering cost into account since we assume that fixed
ordering costs at the rigid manufacturing facility equals the fixed ordering costs at the flexible
manufacturing facility. Therefore, function (5 .2) is completely item dependent. lf the
objective function presented above is solved, the amount of Capita) Invested (Cl) at the
CODP can be easily calculated as follows:

ClrnoP =l(S,Q)*v2

(5.6)

In addition, the Cl in the pipe line between the rigid facility and de flexible facility can now
be calculated as follows.
(5 .7)

lt can be seen that both h and Cfcool' depend on v2 which is the item cost price at the flexible
facility. Although the cost price at both facilities is different we assume that all items at the
CODP have the same unit value. Note that if in the case X would like to differentiate between
h and Cl at the CODP for the two manufacturing facilities XSK and XCH, a specification of
customer delivery rule is required . For instance, deliver first the products with the largest cost
pnce.

5.2.2 Input Parameters
Now that we gave insight into the objective and the related cost functions , we will elaborate
on the required input parameters to solve these functions . Here, we distinguish between
parameters describing the underlying stochastic process, cost parameters, and the restriction
parameter.
The most important parameter describing the stochastic process is the demand . We previously
argued that we apply Discrete Finite Markov Chain (DFMC) theory to derive an allocation
procedure that is independent on a demand distribution function. This enables us to
approximate the demand with any probability distribution function. As a result, we can
develop an appropriate approximation of the item demand.
In Chapter 2 we described that X' s item demand did not fit Normal, Gamma or Hyperexponential probability distribution function due to high weekly demand fluctuations. A
solution could be to apply the empirica( demand distribution. In genera( an empirica(
distribution will exactly describe a demand pattern if enough data points are available.
However, as shown in Chapter 2 it was only possible to obtain demand data from the period
January 2005 till March 2007. This resulted in approximately 118 data points per item. Since
the current replenishment lead time is found to be 8 weeks, see Chapter 2. We only have
approximately 12 independent data points left for the demand during the replenishment lead
time D(O,L) . These are not enough data points to fit an empirica) distribution. A solution
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could be to use a technique called bootstrapping. (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) However since
demand is heavily fluctuating this options could result in an even worse data set. As a result,
we have chosen to approximate the demand with a Mixed Erlang (ME) probability
distribution function. This is a widely used method to approximate expressions for
probabilities of demand. Note that the ME distribution function is a continuous function and
that we apply DFMC to derive the allocation procedure. Consequently, we have discretisized
the ME distribution function.
In order to solve our objective function we require the ME probability distribution functions
for the demand during the lead time D(O,L), demand during the review period D(O,R) and
demand during the lead time plus review period D(O, L+R) this will be further discussed in
Section 5.2.3. To approximate the ME distribution function for D(O,L), only the first two
moments of the associated stochastic random variable are required. The first two moments of
the demand during the lead time are:

ED(O,L) = L*E(D)
ED(O,L)2

=

Lcin + (L*E(D))2

(5.8)
(5.9)

As a result, only the mean demand E(D) and variance of demand rJD, from a specific item are
needed. Using the functions described in Janssen (1998) we can compute the ME probability
distribution functions of respectively P(D(O,R)=k), P(D(O,L)=k) and P(D(O,L+R) =k). Hence,
we require the input parameters L and R to compute the ME distribution functions. We
assume that L is equal for every item and can be obtained from the analysis presented in
Chapter 2. Consequently we argue that L is currently 8 weeks. In addition, R is assumed to be
fixed and equal for every item. The current R is unknown. As a result, we assume R to be 1
week. In the future, the management of X should determine R regarding customer
requirements and the study findings presented in Chapter 7.
Other parameters describing the stochastic process are L 1; qn and Xn. The Jatter two are
discussed in Section 5.2.3. The transportation lead time Lr is necessary to calculate the
pipeline inventory costs and pipeline capita! investments. We assume that Lr is equal for
every item and can be obtained from the analysis presented in Chapter 2. Consequently, Lr is
currently 6 weeks.
Now that we described the stochastic process parameters, we will briefly discuss the most
important cost parameters namely, the manufacturing costs, the transportation costs and the
(pipeline) holding costs. We assume that the manufacturing costs depend on the labour costs
C1ah and the standard processing time P, both parameters are currently known by X. C /ah is
equal for all items, P, is item dependent and can be obtained from internal analysis spread
sheets. In addition we assume that the Pt in XSK is identical to the P 1 in XCH. The
transportation costs depend on the costs per container shipment cr. u and the number items
shipped per container or transportation volume V. Parameter c 1:u is known by X and assumed
fixed for every shipment. Parameter Vis item dependent and depends on the volume of the
packaging boxes. The Jatter can be obtained from X's ERP system. Finally, the (pipeline)
holding costs depend on the carrying charger, and unit cost price v. Parameter r, is equal for
every item and is currently unknown. As a consequence, we assume that r is 0.12 €/€/year.
Appendix G elaborates further on r. Parameter v is item dependent and can be obtained from
X's ERP system.
We conclude this section by briefly discussing the restriction input parameter of our model
namely the target service level P 2,1arget· We assume that P 2. target is equal for every item . We
argue that the management of X should determine P 2. target regarding customer requirements
and the study findings presented in Chapter 7.
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5.2.3 Performance Measures
Now that we briefly elaborated on the input parameters of the objective function, this section
will elaborate on both the long run average inventory I(S,Q) and the long run serv ice level
fraction P 2 (S, Q), that are necessary to compute TRC(S, Q). In order to minimize the TRC(S,Q)
the optima) S* and Q* are determined as the order up to level S and the fixed order quantity Q
that minimize the long run TRC regarding a specified service level P 2.rarger· In order to find the
optima) TRC we have to find expressions for J(S,Q) and P 2(S, Q)
To find expressions for I(S,Q) and P2(S,Q) we partly used the theory as described by Janssen
and De Kok (1999). They use the renewal reward theorem, which justifies the focus on a
single tagged replenishment cycle. Figure 5.2 shows thi s cycle and assumes that n is an
arbitrary review moment in time. Janssen and De Kok (1999) argue to use the first complete
replenishment cycle after n, where a replenishment cycle is derived as the time interval
between two successive arrivals of replenishment orders of the rigid facility . We assume that
L?..R. In Figure 5.2, L is of length (n+2)R < Q < (n +3)R. As a result, just before the
replenishment decision is made at period n, there are two outstanding orders at the rigid
facility and there are at most two outstanding orders at the flexible facility.
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Figure 5.2: Tagged replenishment cycle

Figure 5.2 shows that the inventory position after an order is placed Xn varies between the
order up to level S and an unknown maximum. We therefore need an exact method to derive
the probability that X,, is larger than S . As a result we apply Discrete Finite Markov Chain
theory (DFMC). (Kulkarni, 1995) DFMC enables an exact procedure to model the behaviour
of Xn. DFMC requires a finite State Space (SS) of Xn. As a result, we define the SS of Xn
between [S, S+(L+ 1)E(D(O,R))]. Consequently, we have chosen a maximum Xn of [S +
(L+ 1)E(D(O,R))]
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We can now write the quantity ordered at the flexible facility at the beginning of the review
period at an arbitrary moment in time qn-l as follows:

qn+1

={~+D11 - X n - Q

, X n + Q- Dn ?_ S

(5 .10)

,X n +Q-Dn <S

The balance equation of the inventory position is given as:
(5.11)

X n+I =Xn +Q+q11+1-D11
Hence, by replacing (5.10) in (5.11) we get:

x
11

+

1

={xl1 +Q-Dn ,Xn +Q -Dn ?_S
S
X n +Q-D11 <S
'

Now, the transition probabilities Pii = P( Xn. 1 = j
(iJ)e SS we have:

(5.12)

1 X,,

= i ) can be computed as follows . For all

P(Dn =i- j+Q) ,i+Q -Dn ?_S
Pu = { P(Dn > i+Q-S) ,i +Q-D11 < S

(5.13)

Since we assumed that the demand is stationary in an ending SS we can calculate the steady
state probabilities . The steady state probabilities are defined as 1r; = lim P(X11 = i) and they
11~ 00

can be computed with the normalized eigenvector of the matrix P for the eigenvalue 1
(Kulkami, 1995):

(5.14)

'7r = (7r)
I

"S

1& . i

Now that we derived expressions for the probability that Xn equals or is greater than S we can
derive expressions for J(S,Q) and P 2(S,Q). Let 11 be the net stock at the beginning of the
tagged replenishment cycle, and h be the net stock at the end of the tagged replenishment
cycle. We define the net stock as the physical stock minus backorders. We now compute
J(S,Q) with the following approximation:

(5 .15)
Where E(11 ) is the average of the expected inventory at the beginning of a period directly
after the orders are arrived at the CODP, E(h-) is the expected inventory at the end of a
period before the orders arrive at the CODP, and x+ denotes max{O,x}. We now need to find
expressions for E (11 ) and E(12 - ). Let X 0 be the steady state of inventory position then;
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E[(X0 - D(O, L)t ]
S+ ( I .+ 1) E( D (0 ,11 ))

I

=

E[(i-D(O,L)t]. 7Z";

i=S

=

S+(L+ l )E(D( O,!?)) (

(5 .16)
i

I

IU-k)·P(D(O,L)=k)

i=S

k=O

J
·Jr,

E(h ) can be derived in the exact same manner as

t;

S+ ( L+ l ) E ( D (O ,R) (

E(J/ )=

i

J

~(i-k) · P(D(O,L+R)=k) ·n;

(5.1 7)

We compute P 2(S,QJ using the fact that the expected backlog at the beginning and at the end
of the replenishment cycle are equal to E(-11- ) and E(-12 ) respectively. We get for the long
run fraction of P2(S,QJ:

(5.18)

We need to find expressions for E(-!1), E(-h-) and E(l rfi)

S+(L+ l )·Q

=

I E[cnco,r)-ir l. n;

(5.19)

i=S

Again in a similar fashion we find E(-h )

(5 .20)

For E(lrh) we find that

E(J, -12 ) = E(D(L , R + L)) = E(D(O, R))

(5.21 )

In this section we derived the standing order allocation model. In the next sections we will
elaborate on the qualitative validation of the model and the implementation requirements.
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5.3. Qualitative Model Validation
The allocation model presented in this chapter minimizes TRC(S, Q) based on a restriction to
satisfy a specified service level P 2.wrget · Accordingly, the model determines the average
expected physical inventory l (S,Q) and an expected service level P 2(S,Q). However, X is
currently not explicitly measuring the perceived customer service levels in relation to the
perceived inventory levels. Therefore, the relation between expected and perceived service is
not known. This complicates a quantitative validation of our model. lf X did measure
perceived service levels, it is still not possible to quantitatively validate our results since the
current (s,S) planning strategy is completely overruled by ad hoc planning activities in XSK.
Consequently, the on hand inventory levels are not representative to serve as a base case to
validate our results. Nevertheless, we will qualitative validate our model. Here, we focus on
five areas .
First, it is important that X distinguishes between the expected service level P2 (S,Q) and the
perceived service level. The service levels used in our model are theoretica) measures. These
are fixed and consequently, no exceptions can be made. lf problems are expected in reality,
manual interventions can take care that demand is satisfied on time. So in reality the
perceived service level could be higher than indicated with our model. Second, in our model
we have approximated the item demand with a ME distribution function. In Chapter 2 we
showed that the weekly item demand did not fit the Gamma probability distribution function.
However, the Erlang distribution is a special case of the Gamma distribution. Consequently,
the ME distribution function does not fit reality. However, this is a widely used method to
approximate expressions for probabilities of demand . In addition, we assume that X ' s future
demand will be less uncertain, consequently we argue that the ME distribution function is the
most appropriate function for the current situation. Third, the standing order allocation
strategy requires a fixed quantity for the rigid XCH facility . Consequently, the XSK facility
should be flexible , to deal with demand uncertainties. As a result, the manufacturing orders
for XSK could be heavily fluctuating in size and are therefore not always economically
feasible. Fourth, the model assumes infinite capacity for both the XCH and XSK facility. In
Chapter 2 we showed that this not applies for the XSK facility. Consequently, our model
lacks a capacity restriction for both facilities . Finally, the model does not include a capital
investment restriction. X is a relatively small company and capital investments are important.
Consequently, it could be helpful to minimize the TRC(S,Q) regarding a specified investment
level. On the other hand, we argue that our model provides insight into the capital investment
levels and support X in a decision between service levels and investment levels .

5.4. Implementation Requirements
In this section we distinguish between the implementation requirements regarding the
standing order allocation model presented in Section 5.2 and the implementation requirements
for the planning and control functions presented in Chapter 4.

5.4.1 Standing Order Allocation Computational Algorithm
We argue that the standing order allocation model presented in Section 5.2 is too complicated
to manual ly minimize TRC(S,Q) regarding a specified P 2,1arget· Consequently we need to
develop a computational algorithm to enable an automatic calculation of the equations
presented in Section 5.2. Hence, we can implement this algorithm in a Supply Chain
Management (SCM) software tool. For the exact algorithm the reader is referred to the source
codes described in Appendix L. In this section we will briefly summarize the algorithm m
Table 5.6.
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(8)

Calculate Service Level P2 (S,
Calculate Averaoe Inventory J(S,Q)
Calculate Total Relevant Cost TRC(S,
Save optima! TRC(S,Q) and all
arameter values. 2
End loop S

(9)

End loop Q

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Tab/e 5.6: Computationa/ a/gorithm,

~

related

If(4) < P 2 w, ,e1 then go to (8) else oo to (5)
Go to (6)
Go to (7)
If (6) > (7) then save else not save. Go to (8)

If S :S (l +RJ*Dmax then increase S with step
size and go to (2) else to (9)
If Q > 0 then decrease Q with step size and go
to (1) else finish and show results of (7)
Dmax is maximum item demand, The start va/ue of (7) is oo

We would like to elaborate on the third procedure, the calculation of the transition matrix and
state probabilities, of the computational algorithm presented in Tab Ie 5.6. For this procedure
we applied an existing algorithm from the NAG Fortran library. The NAG Fortran library is a
collection of mathematica! and statistica! algorithms which is very useful tQ solve all kinds of
mathematica! challenges.

5.4.2 Planning and Control Functions
Until now, we did nod elaborate on how often the optima! decision variables Q* and S *
should be evaluated. Although in Figure 4.2 we already showed the decision time frame for
both the aggregate and detailed planning functions, the standing order allocation model allows
us to elaborate further on this time frame. In addition, one of the aggregate planning functions
discussed in Chapter 4 was to the long term capacity planning function. Consequently we wil!
also elaborate on this function.
At aggregate level the optima! decision variables Q* and S* should not be determined every
review period R, since this does not increase the flexibility of the total system. As a result, we
argue that S* and Q* should be determined every period it takes to replenish an order from
XCH, say Lxrn· Assuming that Lxrn is always higher than the replenishment lead time of the
XSK facility L due to the transpo1tation lead time. Furthermore, it takes a certain time to
adapt the number of operator hours Te fora certain quantity Q*. In Chapter 2 we showed that
Lxrn is approximately 18 weeks. Furthermore we assume that Te is 8 weeks . As a result, X
need to determine optima! parameter settings every six months to control the supply chain at
aggregate decision level.
At detailed level we distinguish a situation between XCH and XSK. Order quantities for XCH
are fixed therefore the detailed planning for XCH is relatively simple. However, for the XSK
facility the fluctuating production quantities should be planned according to the available
capacity within a fixed lead time L. The detailed XSK planning depends on customer demand.
Nevertheless, since these orders receive a target lead time of L we argue that the detailed
planning function can plan at least L periods in advance . As a result, XSK can plan on a
weekly basis instead on a daily basis. However, the execution and detailed planning of a work
order is still on a daily basis.
Now that we have determined a decision time frame, we wil! derive simpte expressions for
capacity planning at aggregate level. We previously showed that the decision parameters
described by the model need to be set every six months regarding Lxrn and Te. As a result, we
can derive the following simple capacity equation that determines the total number of
operating hours needed for six months at the XCH and the XSK facility:
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.(s* Q*) = ~ Q*i ·(Lr +I'c.)
~
p ·R
I'

I

1=1

(5.22)

t ,i

(5.23)

Where Cxrn and CxsK are respectively the capacity requirements in the XCH and XSK facility
in number of operating hours. Qi * is the Q* of a specific item i , Pu is the P 1 of a specific item i
and n is total number of items manufactured . Note that this is a very simplistic method to
determine the long term capacity. For instance, Equations 5.22 and 5.23 could be extended
with a certain risk factor which includes line stops, rework and other types of risks.
Consequently, we argue that further research is necessary to develop a more sophisticated
procedure to determine the long term capacity requirements.
In conclusion, in this chapter we have designed and qualitatively validated a standing order
allocation model, to support the aggregate planning function of the supply chain planning and
contro l re-design presented in Chapter 4. We have argued that the allocation model presented
in this chapter is too complicated to manually calculate the optima! decision variables S* and
Q *. Therefore, we have developed a computational algorithm to enable the implementation of
our model in a software tool. Consequently, in the next chapter we will elaborate on the
implementation of this tool. In addition we will describe the company implementation of our
design presented in the Chapters 4 and 5.
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6. Implementation
In the previous two chapters we have respectively re-designed X's supply chain planning and
control structure and designed a standing order allocation model to support X with planning
and control decisions at aggregate level. In this chapter we will elaborate on the
implementation of the presented designs. Here, we distinguish between implementation of the
allocation model and the company implementation of our overall design. As a result, this
chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 describes the development of the Supply Chain
Management tool and Section 6.2 elaborates on the company implementation of our design.

6.1. Supply Chain Management Tool
This section describes the development of the Supply Chain Management (SCM) software
tool that automates the procedures described in the previous chapter. The aim of the SCM tool
is to solve the series of equations presented in Chapter 5 in a logica! manner. Basically, the
SCM tool is a set of instructions in a programming language that specifies the data processing
to be performed by a computer. We have chosen to translate the model to a software tool
since this provides the ability to put a large number of equations into a single mathematica!
procedure. Current calculation software such as MS Excel was found inappropriate to fulfil
the modelling needs. Therefore, we have chosen to program the model with the programming
language Delphi . As a result, this section elaborates on the development and verification of
the SCM tool.

6.1.1 Development
The first aim in developing the SCM tool is to determine the requirements. In the SCM tool
we distinguish between a decision suppo11 function and a scenario analysis function. The
decision support function need to determine optima! parameter settings for all items at an
aggregate decision level. The scenario analysis function should enable an analysis of different
parameter settings and show the
implications of these settings on
User Interfase
the supply chain performance. In
essence the two functions are
equal and include three main
procedures namely: a data input
Decision Support
Scenario Analysis
procedure,
a
computing
procedure and a data output
procedure. In addition the
functions need to be supported
by a user friendly interface. We
summarize the requirements
mentioned above in Figure 6.1 .
Figure 6.1: SCM tool requirements

The SCM tool should provide an interface that enables data entry. In genera! this means that
the supply chain input parameters can be inserted. We have divided the data entry into an item
genera! and an item specific part. We illustrate both parts in Table 6.1 .

p 2 lar

et

Ctab /,

Ctab ],

Table 6. 1: Data entry parameters

We divided the data input into a procedure for the decision support function and a procedure
for the scenario analysis function. In the decision support input function , the SCM tool is able
to read the item genera! and specific parameters from a simple MS Excel format. Using the
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read data button in the SCM tool interface, it will automatically download the data from a MS
Excel format. We have chosen to use MS Excel since the data from X ' s ERP system can be
easily downloaded into MS Excel. In the scenario analysis input function all parameters can
be modified to analyse different supply chain scenarios regarding specified input parameters .
The computing procedures are performed automatically without interference of the user. The
Delphi Programming Language is used, to program the computational algorithm presented in
Chapter 5. As a result, the computing procedures are regarded as a black-box by the user
Finally, the tool should present the output variables to the user such that the most important
logistical parameters can be evaluated . Tab Ie 6.2 provides an overview of the relevant output
parameters
Information about:
Allocation Decision
Control Parameter
Performance Measures
Costs
Capita! Investment

Parameters:
Q

s

Pi(S,Q) and l (S,Q)
TRC(S,Q)
CfcoJJP and CfPineline

Table 6.2: Output parameters

The main limitation of the SCM tool is that the algorithm presented in Chapter 5 requires a
significant amount of time to compute the optima! parameter values. The reason for this is
that the algorithm Jacks an optimization procedure. Consequently, our algorithm loops the
equations presented in Chapter 5 for every value of S and Q, to find the optima! value. In
order to increase computational speed further research about optimization algorithms is
necessary.
For more information about the SCM tool development the reader is referred to Appendix L
and N. Here, we respectively show the source codes for the computational algorithm and the
user manual for the SCM tool.

6.1.2 SCM Tool Verification
Now that we gave insight into the development of the SCM tool, we will briefly describe the
verification of the tool. We verified the SCM tool during an exhaustive test phase. The
objective of this test phase was to solve program related errors regarding the model presented
in Chapter 5. We checked the consistency of the SCM tool through verifying a number of
mathematica! procedures.
The Equations presented in Chapter 5 require three main mathematica! procedures. The first
procedure is to calculate Mixed Erlang Probability Distribution for D(O,R), D(O,L) and
D(O,L +R). The second procedure is to create a transition matrix regarding the demand
distribution. The third procedure is to calculate the state probabilities for this transition
matrix. If these three procedures are mathematically val id the other equations are relatively
straightforward to implement.
We verified the three procedures with small test samples. We have chosen for small test
samples to be able to manually calculate the correct distribution curves, transition matrixes
and state probabilities. The results of the manual calculations corresponded to the results of
the software program. Therefore, we conclude that the mathematica! procedures are valid.
More information about these test cases is presented in Appendix M.
Now that we have discussed the implementation of our model presented in Chapter 5, we wil!
finally describe the overall implementation of our design in the next section.
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6.2. Company Implementation
In this section we will briefly describe the implementation of the supply chain planning and
control re-design into the company. We adopt the implementation approach as prescribed by
X (2003). X distinguishes six focus areas that are necessary to successful ly implement a redesign. Appendix K gives an overview of these focus areas. In this section we will briefly
elaborate on four of the focus areas, namely the process-, the organisation-, the information
technology-, and the management information area.
In this study we have mainly focussed on the process area: we have respectively identified,
analysed and re-designed X 's supp ly chain planning and control processes. We advocate that
the implementation of our process re-design starts with a test phase. A test phase provides an
opportunity to eliminate possible failures in our re-design. In addition, a test phase creates
awareness and cooperation in all layers of the X organisation. In Appendix K we will further
elaborate on conducting this test phase.
In addition, the re-design of the supply chain processes requires a re-design of the current
organisational structure. This is a complicated task because X has grown rapidly over the past
few years. X opened geographically dispersed production location in China and a sales and
distribution location in the USA, which required a re-design of the organisation structure from
both a geographically and functionally point of view. However, the opening of the new
locations happened at such a fast rate that the re-design of the organisational structure is
lagging behind. As a consequence, the current structure is unknown. Therefore, we suggest
that X re-designs its complete organisational structure. In doing so, X should account for the
findings of this study.
Furthermore, in Chapter 4 we mentioned that the aggregate planning function creates
gu idelines and restrictions for the operational planning functions. These guidelines and
restrictions should be embedded into X 's ERP system in order to facilitate the communication
between both functions. In Chapter 4, we also mentioned that the aggregate planning
functions need to monitor the supply chain performance by means of logistic performance
measures. Therefore, these performance measures should also be embedded into X's ERP
system. The performance measures are described in Appendix K.
Finally, we advocate that the SCM tool enables the management information focus area. We
expletively developed the Supply Chain Management tool to support supply chain decision
making at management level. Appendix N describes a SCM user manual to support the
implementation of our tool at management level.
We conclude this section by briefly discussing two investments that are required for the
successful implementation of our re-design. First, an investment of about €2500 is needed to
purchase a "NAG Fortran Library" software license (www.nag.com). The purchase of this
software license is important because our SCM tool uses an existing algorithm from the NAG
Fortran library. A second investment is required to hire a supply chain operations planner.
The operations planner should be responsible for X's global supply chain management,
including improvement projects. The amount of this investment is subject to X 's HRM
procedures .
We are currently not able to quantitatively validate our design. Therefore, we cannot elaborate
on the return on investments of our design. However, we argue that an investment in our
design enables X to focus on the relevant supply chain opportunities of improvement. We will
further elaborate on these opportunities of improvement in the next chapter.
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7. Results
The SCM tool designed and developed in the previous chapters enables an analysis of
improvement opportunities. In order to do so we will answer the following study questions
introduced in Chapter 3:
1. How to decouple the global goods flow of X?
2. How to allocate production between the manufacturing facilities of X?
3. How to reduce supply chain inventory levels of X regarding a specified service level?
In order to answer these questions we will analyse different numerical scenarios and evaluate
the impact of these scenarios on the supply chain performance. In the sections that follow we
will respectively answer these three questions. For numerical results we focused only on a
single item X. However, we obtained the same implications for other items of X . We take one
week as the basic time unit. The expected demand per week is denoted as E(D) and the
coefficient of variation of the demand per week is denoted by CIJ. For all scenarios we applied
a one factor analysis. This means that we changed one parameter and show the implications of
this parameter regarding other fixed parameter values. The fixed starting values of the system
and cost parameters for the three scenarios analyses are given in Tab Ie 7 .1 .
Parameter
R (weeks)
E(D) (units/week)

Base setting
1
774

en
l (weeks)

1.9

8
80%

P2, 1arve1

x

m 1 (€/unit)
Q (units)

600

Parameter
S (units)
m2 (€/unit)
l 1 (weeks)
er (€/unit)
r (€/€/year)
VJ(€)
V2 (€)

Base setting
optima!

x
6

x
0.12

x
x

Table 7 1: Base setting of item X

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows . In Section 7.1 we will analyse the
impact of three different order acceptance rules and give insight into a MTS strategy versus a
MTO strategy. Next, in Section 7.2 we analyse the impact of the allocation decision on the
supply chain performance. In addition, in Section 7.3 we analyse the impact of cD and L on
the supply chain performance, especially with regard to service levels and the dependent
inventory levels. Finally, in Section 7.4 we briefly discuss the results presented in this
chapter.

7.1. Decoupling Point Scenarios
This section will describe how to decouple the global goods flow of X. In Chapter 3 we
already identified the decoupling points in the supply chain. This section elaborates on the
decisions regarding these decoupling points. In Figure 4.2 we show that simple customer
order acceptance rules need to be implemented at the detailed planning and contra! functions .
As an acceptance rule we suggest to use the order size. If an order is larger than size x, this
order wil! be produced to order with a specified lead time and service level. If an order is
smaller then size x, this order will be delivered from stock with a specified lead time and
service level. We analysed three different scenarios to determine the appropriate value for x.
Table 7.2 shows these three scenarios.
Scenario
All orders
Orders < 1000
Orders < 500

x( units)
00

1000
500

MTS
100%
75%
58%

MTO
0%
25%
42%

Table 7.2: Order acceptance scenarios
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The implications of these three scenarios on service levels, dependent inventory levels and
dependent capita! investment are shown in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.1 shows that in the current
situation, X should not apply a 100%
275000
MTS strategy, because the curve of
20000
250000
this
strategy is always higher than
·~ 18000
225000 ""
the
current
maximum inventory. The
=
c
.: 16000
200000 ::
latter is determined with X' s current
u
parameter setting shown in Chapter
175000 c
2.
A solution could be for instance
"
150000 .§
an acceptance strategy where all
125000 ~
c
orders
smaller than 500 items are
100000 =
~
produced
to stock and orders larger
75000 ·~
than
500
items are produced to
50000 u
order. Note that this acceptance rule
25000
is item dependent. However, we
argue
to cluster the rule regarding an
70%
80%
90%
30%
40%
50%
60o/o
ABC classification (Silver et al.
Sen·ice Leve l P2(S,Q) in%
1998)
to
simplify
the
- - all orders - 100% MTS
implementation of the rule. An
- - all orders < 1000 - 75% MTS
example is shown in Appendix 0 . If
- - all ord ers < 500 - 58% MTS
X wants to further specify the
• Current maximum invent ory
allocation rule we suggest using the
Figure 7. I: MTS versus MTO
SCM tool for assistance.
In conclusion we have shown that in the current situation X should not produce every order
according to a MTS strategy. This coincides X' s current MTO behaviour, since large
inventory is not allowed at the CODP. As a consequence, two Customer Order Decoupling
points need to be distinguished in the Supply Chain. The first CODP should be positioned
before the PU XSK-I. Here orders are produced to order regarding an order acceptance rule.
The second CODP should be positioned between the PU XSK-I and PU XSK-II. Here, orders
are produced to stock regarding an order acceptance rule. The SCM tool developed in this
study supp01ts to determine specific acceptance rules for every item .

7.2. Allocation Scenarios
This section wil! describe how to allocate production between the two manufacturing
facilities . Furthermore, we wil! show what parameters have the highest impact on the
allocation decision . In Appendix 0 we show the impact of the different cost parameters on the
allocation decision . Here, we concentrate on the two most important decision factors : the
coefficient of variance of the demand c0 and the labour costs at the XSK facility Ctah.2 . We
especially focus on the latter since X assumes that the labour costs in XSK wil! increase
significantly in the future. Table 7.3 shows four scenarios for different values of c0 and Ctah,2
Here, we have chosen for L is 4 weeks to reduce computational time of the SCM tool. It is
important to notice that the allocation decision does not change for different parameter
settings of Land P 2(S*,Q*).
Scenario
Current situation
Low c0
High Ctab2
Low c0 and high Ctab2

Cn

c tah.2 in €

L (weeks)

Q (units)

1.9

1 (fictive)
1 (fictive)
1.5 (normalized)
1.5 (norrnalized)

4
4
4
4

optima!
optima!
optima!
optima!

0.4

l.9

0.4
Table 7. 3: Allocation scenarios

In Figure 7.2 we show results of the four scenarios. Figure 7.2 shows that in the current
situation approximately 13% of item X production should be allocated to XCH. X expected
that this percentage should be around 100%. If only the cost parameters are taken into
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account, this seems to be a reasonable assumption because the item X production in XCH is
EX cheaper per item than the item X production in XSK. Vet, we argue that only 13% of the
item X production should be allocated to XCH in order to minimize the total relevant costs.
The main difference between our approximation and the approximation of X is that we
include the costs to control the demand uncertainty at the CODP .
3700

.:.c'"
u

3500
3300
1.1.1

6

B

3 IOO
2900

70%

c;

600/o

c

0

..,'="'

1900
+---~-~-~~-~-~-~~-~--!

10%

200/o

30%

400/o

50%

60%

70%

800/o

30%

Q.

20%

0

10%

e':!<.

0%

50%
40%

0

....."

2 100

1700

E

·.c

u 2500 +---+--+---t-~..-""'1"-+--f---t----+---i
~ 2300 ~~....~~

90%
80%

...

>

~. 2700 +---+....-,.,............:""""~"""'~__,...
~

100%

0%
10

<x>% 100%

% of Production Volume to China
-

Current Situatio n

-

Lo w Cd

High Clab2

-

Low Cd and High Clab 2

Fig ure 7. 2 Allocation dec is ion as fun ction of c0 and Ctab,l

12

14

16

18

20

AClab in €/hr
-

High Cd

-

LowCd

Figure 7.3 A/location decision as fun ction of.dctah·

In addition, in Figure 7.3 we compute the optima) production volume to XCH (Q) and varied
Where L1ctah is the difference between Ctah.2 and Ctah.t · Furthermore we varied the cD
between a high en is 1.9 and a low en is 0.4. From both Figure 7.2 and 7.3 we conclude that
the coefficient of variation of the demand (en) is the most determining factor for the optima!
value of Q. As a result, in situation where the cD is large, it is profitable to allocate a large
share of the production volume to the XSK manufacturing facility. This result coincides with
the results of Section 7 .1 where we conclude that parts of the production should be produced
according to a MTO strategy, because flexibility is also very important in a MTO situation.
However, when the demand is stable (c 0 is small) the need for flexibility is low and therefore
the Iabour costs dominate the allocation decision.

i 1ctah·

In Appendix 0 , we elaborate on the impact of other parameters then en and Ctah · We
summarized the results in Table 7.4 and show the genera! impact of these parameters on the
allocation decision.
lmportance
1
2
3
4
5

6

Parameter
CIJ

m,
m2
Cr

r
lr

Behaviour
decrease
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
decrease

Allocation decision
Towards XCH
Towards XCH
Towards XCH
Towards XCH
Towards XCH
Towards XCH

Table 7.4: !mplications ofp arameter behaviour on the allocation dec is ion

In conclusion we showed that the demand uncertainty is the most determining factor of the
allocation decision. As a result, we argue that X should focus on demand uncertainty
reduction in order to increase the production volume of XCH.

7.3. Service and Inventory Level Scenarios
This section shows how to reduce the supply chain inventory levels of X regarding a specified
serv ice level. Again we will analyse different scenarios and show the implications of the
different parameter settings with regard to service levels, inventory levels and capita!
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investment. Table 7.5 and 7.6 show respectively the different scenarios fora varying variation
coefficient of the demand (cD) and replenishment lead time of XSK (L).
Scenario
Current situation
Situation 2
Situation 3

Scenario
Current situation
Situation 2
Situation 3

Cn

1.9

1
0.25

Table 7. 5: Varying c0 white Lis constant

l

8
4
1

Table 7. 6: Varying L white cn is constant

We have chosen to show only the scenarios for a varying cD and L, because these two
parameters have the highest impact on average inventory levels and consequently the average
capita! investment in inventory. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 respectively show the impact of reduction
of cD and L.
275000
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20000

250000
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18000
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225000
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50%
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-
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-

Situatio n 2

-
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Figure 7. 4: cD reduction

80%

90%1

Service Leve l P2(S,Q) in 'Yo

Figure 7.5: L reduction

Figure 7.4 and 7.5 show that reductions of en and L have a significant impact on the average
inventory levels and capita! investment levels. As a result, we argue that X should focus on
the reduction of both demand uncertainty and the replenishment lead time of XSK. Note that
the reduction of XCH replenishment lead is not relevant since the standing order allocation
policy equalizes this lead time to the lead time of XSK.

7.4. Discussion
Overall it can be concluded that decreasing both the demand uncertainty and the
replenishment lead-time leads to lower inventories and lower capita! investment regarding a
specified service level. Furthermore, reducing service levels provide additional opportunities
to decrease the inventories and costs. In addition, this chapter showed that only implementing
the supply chain planning and control re-design presented in this study, does not reduce
inventory levels or increase delivery performance. Therefore, X should also focus on the
reduction of demand uncertainty and replenishment lead times.
In conclusion we argue that our re-design supports X to achieve overall supply chain
objectives and creates opportunities to improve the relevant supply chain planning and control
parameters.
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations
This study described are-design of the global supply chain planning and control at Company
X and developed a dual source inventory management model subject to a service level
constraint. Regarding this model a Supply Chain Management (SCM) tool was designed to
support tactical planning at aggregate level. Furthermore, this tool was used to analyse
performance improvement opportunities. Consequently, this final chapter presents the
conclusions and recommendations and is organised as follows: Section 8.1 presents the
conclusions of this study based on results obtained from the previous chapters. Section 8.2
provides the recommendations for X that focu s on the practical usage of our design. Finally,
in Section 8.3 we will briefly describe several opportunities for future research .

8.1. Conclusions
In this study we showed the need of improving X's supply chain planning and control
structure. We concluded that the current planning structure is not sufficient to deal with X ' s
corporate objective to lower inventory levels . Furthermore we showed that the need to satisfy
customer demand causes daily interruptions in production planning. Unfortunately, these
interruptions led to long replenishment lead times and consequently did not improve X 's
delivery performance . Therefore, we redesigned X ' s supply chain planning and control
structure and included an aggregate planning function. Through an aggregate planning
function X is able to evaluate the logistical parameters on tactical level, after which the
outcome can be converted into constraints and guidelines for detailed or operational level. As
a result, X's overall objectives are consistently pursued by all processes along different
decision levels, while operational flexibility is not negatively affected . Therefore we conclude
that:

1. An aggregate planningfunction supports X to achieve overall supply chain objectives
and creates opportunities to improve the relevant supply chain planning and contra!
parameters.
Decision making at aggregate supply chain level is only effective when all logistic control
parameters are integrally evaluated. Therefore, we developed a dual source inventory
management model that enabled integral decision making at tactical level. In order to develop
this model we had to determine an appropriate control policy. Taken into account that, X's
supply chain includes two geographically dispersed production facilities, where the XSK
manufacturing facility is situated close to the market and the XCH manufacturing facility is
situated far from the market, we conclude:

2.

The Standing Order Allocation Policy is currently the most appropriate contra!
policy for X 's global supply chain planning and contra!.

Regarding this policy we developed a dual source inventory management model according to
a service level restriction. This restriction provides the opportunity to consider investment
changes in relation to service changes. Currently, X views inventory investment as an
independent variable. However, we showed in this study that inventory investments are
related to other logistical parameters such as service levels. We therefore conclude that:

3.

Managing inventory according to a service level constraint enables X to evaluate the
inventory capita/ investment in relation to customer service.

As a result the overall objective of our model was to minimize total relevant supply chain cost
subject to a specified service level. The model supports X by appropriately setting the right
values for the logistic control parameters. However, to implement and understand the exact
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relations between implications of different logistical decisions we designed a Supply Chain
Management (SCM) tool. This tool enables X to integrally analyse all relevant parameters.
The final aim of our study was to analyse a number of improvement opportunities. Here, we
focused on goods flow decoupling, production allocation and inventory level reduction
subject to a service level constraint. From this analysis we obtained two important
conclusions:

4. Demand uncertainty is the most dominant factor of bath the allocation decision and
the reduction of inventory levels.
5.

A reduction of replenishment lead times leads to lower inventory levels regarding a
speci.fied service level.

8.2. Recommendations
The conclusions drawn in the previous section lead to the following recommendations
Regarding the global supply chain structure:
1.

Implement the hierarchical planning strategy as suggested in this study whereby the
focus should be on implementing the aggregate planning and control function.

2.

Change X current short term objective from "reduce inventory levels" to: "meet a
specified service level at minimal supply chain cost"

3.

In addition, stop the intensive interaction between the sales and production
department.

4. Consequently, hire a supply chain operations planner preferably in XNL to coordinate
the interaction between both departments. Furthermore, the operations planner should
advice X management on decisions regarding the X supply chain. In addition, the
operations planner should be responsible for the long term capacity planning and the
developing of guidelines and restrictions for the operational planning functions.
Regarding the SCM tool:
5. We expletively developed the Supply Chain Management tool to support supply
chain decision making at management level. Therefore, the results of the tool should
always be interpreted by the user.
6. The Supply Chain Management tool should be used every six months to re-evaluate
the logistical decisions parameters, to adapt the guidelines and restrictions for the
operational planning functions.

8.3. Future Research
Here, we make a distinction between opportunities for future research for X and for research
in genera!.

8.3.1 Future Research X
This study concluded that both the demand uncertainty and the replenishment lead times are
important to reduce supply chain inventory levels regarding a specified service level.
Consequently, we advocate that X should do further action on both demand uncertainty
reduction and replenishment lead time reduction.
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In this study we showed that X does not know the exact production capacity due to staffing
and line balancing challenges. In addition, we have derived a very simpli stic method to
determine the long term capacity. Consequently, we argue that further research is necessary to
develop a more sophisticated procedure to determine the long term and short term capacity
requirements.

8.3.2 Future Academie Research
This study described a practical situation where a company off shored their manufacturing
operations to China. This is not a stand alone situation because in the past few years, many
European manufacturing companies off shored their operations to Asian countries. We
showed that operating in international markets, in particular when demand uncertainty is high,
is challenging task. As a result, we argue that offshore manufacturing needs more attention
from a supply chain management perspective since supply chains become longer, cross more
countries, cultures and time zones and therefore become more complex. In conclusion we will
provide three suggestions for further research.
The company that we have been analysed in this practical case study is relatively small ; this
means that capita( investments are often even more important than for large multinational
companies. However, the model that we developed in this study does not include a capita(
investment restriction . We argue that such a restriction is very helpful from a practical point
of view, since small companies only have specified amount of capita) that they could invest.
In addition, the policy that we developed in this study uses an (R,S) control policy for the
tlexible manufacturing facility. This means that manufacturing orders could be heavily
tluctuating in size and are therefore not always economically feasible. A possible solution
could be to extend the standing order allocation policy with another control policy that takes
this into account.
Our final suggestion is to develop a standing order allocation policy that takes the capacity
restriction of the manufacturing facilities into account. Currently, the model assumes infinite
capacity for both facilities. However, in practice this is certainly not the case. Therefore, an
extension of this policy with a capacity restriction rule could support companies in the
allocation between their manufacturing facilities.
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Epilogue
Based on Goldratt and Cox, 2004 every organisation's "goal" should be to make money.
Anything that brings an organisation closer to it, is productive and anything that doesn ' t, isn 't.
Continuing this, the first objective of every industrial engineering improvement study should
be to generate more money. Whether this is studying the stress behaviour of hospita( nurses or
studying the supply chain management structure of a remanufacturing company, both studies
intend to optimize the current situation, to either nurse more patients or sell more goods. In
this study, it is argued that X generates more money if they apply a top down planning and
control approach. This approach requires an organisation that views their operations from a
throughput perspective.
Currently, X is viewing the organization from an operating expense perspective. This means
that the focus is on operational expense reduction. For instance, sell inventories when it
appears to be high or only hire employees when they prove to be valuable. At first this seems
a reasonable strategy and many companies follow exactly the same. However, this strategy
causes to believe that almost everything is important and that the organization is composed of
multiple independent variables such as factories, employees, machines, lead times, customers,
inventory levels, and etc. As a result, organisations are managing these parts as if they are
isolated kingdoms. If a kingdom is not profitable compared to its operational expense it will
be destroyed. However, this way of thought can and most likely will lead to sub-optimization.
Another interesting way of thought is viewing the organisation from a throughput perspective.
This perspective argues that an organisation is a collection of dependent variables and that the
artificial barriers between these variables, or functions, must be eliminated. In this study, we
re-designed a global planning and control structure according to this belief. For instance, one
of the study's conclusions was that managing inventory according toa service level constraint
enables X to evaluate the inventory capita! investment in relation to customer service.
Furthermore, the study showed that X should reduce the demand uncertainty to lower
inventory levels. Consequently, demand uncertainty can be seen as a barrier to lower
inventory levels. As a result, in the throughput perspective, the constraints should be the main
tool of management instead of the isolated kingdoms.
After studying the full time Industrial Engineering program at the Eindhoven University of
Technology 1 strongly belief that the strength of every lndustrial Engineer is to view the
world from a throughput perspective. The final year of the Industrial Engineering program
gave me the opportunity to translate this theory in to practice. The theoretica! background
enabled me to combine the isolated kingdoms of X and to reveal their constraints and barriers.
1 am glad that both Company X and the Eindhoven University of Technology gave me the
opportunity to learn this valuable insight.
Thank you!

Epilogue
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